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W H O LE N U M B E R , 1752

T H U R S D A Y . F E B R U A R Y 4 ,1 9 0 9 .

V O L U M E T H IR T Y -F O U R .

Patre 1 — Washington Letter,
Miscellaneous articles.
Pages 2 and 8—Local and other
aews: public and private sale
ad vers., etc.
Pages 4 and &— Short stories,
miscellaneous articles.
Pages 6 and 7—Original editorial
comment,State news, etc.
Paue 8 — Agricultural reading
matter.
ADVERTISEMENTS ON EVERT PAGE.

A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE.SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
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B . H O R N I N G , M . D .,

W. SCHEUREN’S

O.

SHAVING PA RLO R,

P ra ctisin g P h y sician ,

CO L L EG EY IL L E, PA.

OOLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 0 a. m.

S e c o n d D o o r A b o v e R a ilr o a d .
Finest grades of CIG A RS and TOBACCO
always on hand.

y . W E B E R , N . » .,

M.

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,

H ENRY

6VANSBURG, Fa. Office H ours: U ntil •
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. 17.

BOW ER,

Veterinary Surgeon,
O O LLEG EV ILLE, PA .

A. HRUNEN, H .

E I

Bell ’Phone 23 x.

4 0 9 C h e rry S tre e t,

E. S. FOLEY,

NORRISTOW N, PA.
T el eph o n e s , Bell 801-x

HOUES, 8 to 9
2 to 8
7 to 8

Keystone 16®
Sundays, 1 to 2 only.

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
TRAPPE, PA

R . g . U . C O R N IS H ,

D

Prom pt and accurate In building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
8-28

D EN TIST,

OOXA.EGEVH.US, PA.
Plrat-olaaa Workmanship G uaran teed ; Gas
administered.
Price* Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. U. Bell ’Phone, J7Y.

pi

SCH W EN K SV ILL E, PA.

S la te r a n d R oofer,

And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
furnisnea.
led. work
wo
ConStone, etc. Estimates furnished
lloet
tracted a t lowest prices.

R. FRANK BRANO RETH,

D

g . K OONS,

(Snoeesaor to l>r. Oh as, Ryckman.)

J O H N J . R A D C L IF F ,

D E N T IST ,
BOYEBSPORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

P a in te r a n d P a p e r H a n g e r
F IF T H AVENUE, OO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.

D

A full line of wall paper and paint for sale.
Your patronage solicited.

B . E A R L A. NELSO N ,

O ste o p ath ic P h y sician .

The Mermaid Malinche and Her
Haunted Springs.

AVNE R . LO N G STR ETH ,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,

L U R E O F T H E W ATER SPR ITE.

in d Notary Fuhllo. ::: No. 713 Croser Build
lng, 1420 Chestnut S t„ Phlla., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
A.180 member of the Montgomery County Bar.

To See This Fabled Custodian of the
Royal Jewels of the Ancient Aztees
Is to Dio and Help, the Siren Guard
the Hidden Treasures.

J J A R V E Y L SH O M O ,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
>31 SW EDE STR (SET, N O RRISTOW N, P A
RESID EN CE—BOY ERSFORD.
Both ’Phones,

E R B E R T U. M OORE,

H

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
ALBERTSON TRUST OO. B U IL D IN G ,
806 Swede St.. Norristown, P»
Bell and K eystone’Phones.
*-16.

J O S E P H S. K R A T Z ,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
tow COMMONWEALTH B U ILD IN G , 13th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

Q

EVA NS,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
828 SW EDE STREET, NO RRISTOW N, PA*
At residence, Lim erick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

rpH O M A S H A LLM A N ,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
Will be a t his branch office in Odd Fellows’
Building, C ollbokvillk , P a ., every evening
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6.
1-26.

J

STRO UD W E B F R ,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
No. 6 EAST A IRY ST., NORRISTOW N.
Can be consulted every evening a t his resi
dence in Evansburg. B o th ’phones.
11-20

T J

S. G. F1N K B 1N E R ,

Real E s ta te a n d In su ra n c e ,
LOANS and INVESTM ENTS, NOTARY
PU BLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.

c

H A R I.E S n . b a r n d t ,

ARCHITECT,
O O LLEG EV ILLE. PA.
Plans and specifications carefully prepared.
Patronage solicited
3-7.
h e
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B IFO C A L LENS.

Nothing has stirred theoptleal world like the
advent of Kryptok “ Invisible” Bifocals. They
are made without cement. They are perfect.
There are no other bifocal lenses like them .
A. B . P A R K E R , O p t i c i a n ,
uo De k a l b

E

street,

remembered that the portrait had bee
left at home in a conspicuous placewhere his wife could not fall to dir.cover i t
The fat was indeed in the fire, but
he was a man of action and deter
mined to get out of his tight corner
somehow. He remembered, the shop
where the photo had been taken and
promptly wired there for another
copy, which he had put into a beauti
ful frame especially adapted for trav
eling.
On his return home his wife “handed
out the freezing mixture” to begin
with and then dissolved in unquench
able tears. When under cross exam
ination she admitted th at the canse of
her grief was his cruel deception, he
produced the newly acquired photo
and then asked her, in a hurt voice,
how she could possibly have suspected
him of working off mere tarradiddlo
on his little wife.—New York Mall.

n o r b is t o w n

I*W A R D D A V I D ,

Painter and

P a p e r-H a n g e r,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Samples of paper
always on hand.

.

Malinche, or Malintze, as some of
the old Mexican writers spell i t is the
water sprite, the mermaid, who lives
In two famous springs in Mexico that
are said to be connected by natural
underground waterways.
She is Invisible to all except those
who never- return to tel! the tale, yet
it is easy to see her, they say.
In the daytime Malinche lives In the
little spring bed pool just within the
iron grates of Chapultepec. Here she Is
a sweet spirit, always wooing the
passerby with the music of her gentle
voice.
At nighttime she Is miles away,
and her voice Is wicked and mournful.
I t will add Interest to this legend of
the Malinche if the traveler when he
sta rts out to visit Chapultepec for the
first time will pause at the Cuauhte
moc statue In the second glorleta of
tbe Paseo and take a long look at it,
not only because it is a noble work of
art. but because this Indian hero was
the last ruler of his race, the Aztecs,
and in tbe final struggle called Ma
linche to his aid.
A bronze relief in the base of the
pedestal on which the statue stands
shows the chief being tortured to com
pel him to reveal the hiding place of
the wealth of his kingdom. Cuauhtemoc’s stoical bearing rebukes the com
plainings of his comrade, whose feet
are also roasting over the slow fire in
the brasero beneath them, and when
he at last cries out in anguish Cuauh
temoc reproves him. “For shame,
faint heart. Do you think la m taking
my pleasure in my bath that you ap
peal to me?”
The magnificent old cypress trees
that surround the rock of Chapultepec
on a slightly lower level than the
spring were old before the conquest,
and among them Cuauhtemoc and his
plumed and painted warriors guided
their canoes to the enchanted' spring
when they came to quench their bat
tle thirst. Protected by these brave
old trees, Cuauhtemoc climbed the
rocks and from the heights watched
the maneuvers of his enemies on the
lakes. Close by the storied spring
stands the monarch of them all. Mon
tezuma’s tree. It Is awe Inspiring to
follow with the eye its rugged bole up
over the growth of centuries and try
to measure with the mind the history
that has been enacted beneath Its wav
ing boughs. Perhaps the magic spring
at its feet caused it to grow higher
and more majestic than Its fellows.
Here in Its shade Montezuma sat and
wept when he foresaw bis downfall.
Here Cuauhtemoc vowed that if he
could not overcome the Spaniard he
would give the Aztec treasure to Ma
linche.
She overheard him make this vow
and whispered from the fringed brink
of the mirroring water that she would
receive the trust at the spring of Atzcapotzalco, three or four miles away
This town, whose name looks so un-

W ASHINGTON LETTER .
From Our-Regular Correspondent.

that tbe Capitol grounds be extend
ed and suitable monument be placed
in them as a memorial. D. H.
Burnham tbe distinguished archi
tect has cabled from Europe that a
peristyle and a monumental archi
tectural treatment of the entrance
way to tbe Capitol in no matter
whose name it is erected is demand
ed by artistic requirements and it
would certainly seem to the lay
mind a better solution of the dis
turbing problem than a half buried
statue on the river front or even an
imitation of an Appian way to Get
tysburg.
The President who is not only
tbe advocate of large families but
also tbe friend of children has ap
peared twice this week at the con
vention which has for its object the
tbe betterment of the condition of
dependent and orphan children in
this country. In his speech of wel
come to the delegates among whom
were such widely known philan
thropists as Theodore Dreiser of
New York, Judge Ben Lindsay of
the Juvenile Court in Denver,
Judge Julian Mack--of Chicago,
Miss Jane Adams of Hull House,
and many others taking an active
part in social betterment, the Pres
ident expressed his deep interest in
the work of looking out for the
children and urged that “there can
be no more importont subject from
the standpoint of the nation than
of taking care of the children.”

Washington D. C., Jan. 28, 1909.—
There was one time unwritten law
in the Senate that new members of
that body should be like children,
seen but not heard, but the prece
dent has been so shattered by a few
roaring youngsters like La Follette
and Beveridge and others that
there was only a mild sensation this
this week when Senator Cummins
of Iowa delivered his maiden speech
on the subject of postal savings
banks. The new Senator was not
hazed as he would have been in tbe
old days by having to endure ir
relevant interruptions but held a
fairly large number of his colleagues
The Eternal Feminine.
in their places and was declared by
A photographer was called upon not them later to have acquitted himself
long ago to make some pictures of an
old lady of seventy years or so, but of like a veteran.
surprising agility and quickness of per
Representative Rainey of Illinois
ception. The picture man was there introduced a little sensationalism
fore somewhat surprised to find that
no words of address could induce the into tbe proceedings of the House
old lady to speak until after the opera Tuesday by a speech in which he
tion was completed. Then she put her accused the President of a misstate
fingers into her mouth, whence she ment of facts in his special message
withdrew several wads of paper.
to Congress concerning the Panama
"You wouldn’t have me photograph
ed with my cheeks falling in, would Canal in 1906 and an attack on Mr.
you?” she asked the photographer. “I Cromwell for his connection with
just stuffed some paper in my mouth to affairs in Panama as general Coun
fill o u t”—Harper’s Weekly.
sel for tbe Panama Canal Company.
He closed his speech with a prom
Suspicious.
The person who, on examining a ise or a threat to finish Mr. Crom
homemade henhouse, remarked that well up at some later date and said,
“It looked as if some fellow had built “ when J am through with this man
It himself” has a kindred spirit In a
Cromwell the President and the
delightfully simple old lady, noted for
President-elect
are welcome to all
LARGEST CONCRETE PIERS.
her naive comments. In a street ear
not long ago she noticed a man car that is left of him.” Mr. Rainey
The concrete piers of the Clover
rying a shotgun and a blanket roll.
went back four hundred years into
“Look at him,” she whispered to her the history of Panama, brought it Bar Bridge on tbe Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway are said to be the
companion. “He looks as if he were
going to spend the night somewhere.” up to date and concluded with a largest all concrete piers in Canada,
prediction for the future in Vbicb and perhaps in tbe world. There
Youth’s Companion.
the United States is to wreck itself are four of them, two of which are
j
The Contrast.
on the same rocks which foundered 140 feet high and the others seven
The elderly bride regarded in the
tbe French Canal scheme.
Mr.
Nature is lavish in the prod notion of mirror her wreath of orange blos Cromwell was characterized as the feet less in height. The bridge
soms, her gown of ivory satin and old
from abutment to abutment is 1,660
everything bnt great men.—Hubbard.
Valenciennes and her long rope of per “Nation’s despoiler” and be insinu feet in length. The piers extend 40
fect pearls.
ated that tbe President-elect has
“There’s only one trouble about flue been a party to schemes on the feet below the surface of the water.
ANCIENT SURVEYORS.
Tbe concrete work was undertaken
jlothes,” she murmured. “They make
Their Methods Depicted on the Old one’s face look so shabby.” —New York Isthmus which have been of profit in midwinter. This was one of the
to Mr. Cromwell bis personal difficulties- with which the con
Tombs of Egypt.
Rress.
In an address delivered before the
friend , add Charles P. Taft, his structing company had to contend.
HOW TO CAGE A BEAR.
Royal Geographical society Captain
brother. Sensations have become To work with concrete during cold
H. G. Lyons, director general of the Show Him Carrots and Bread and
so common in Congress of late that weather it is necessary to use beat.
survey department of Egypt, told of
.Lead the Way to His Den.
the work of ancient Egyptian survey
Escapes of animals from their cages they have lost their edge and so Houses were constructed around
ors. “At every period of ancient in zoological gardens and menageries many have had a band in~the past the piers and these were heated
Egyptian history,” he said, “the land are fortunately rare. When they do time of spanking the President that
was measured and recorded with con occur the work of recapture is set a charge against tbe President elect with steam, which was conveyed by
pipes from a plant on the river
siderable accuracy.
Property was about in a businesslike fashion, and
dealt In regularly, and an elaborate the prison breaker is generally cap is regarded as a mild affair.
bank. After placing and packing
system of registration was maintain tured before anything is known out
An elderly white haired man who the concrete in its moulds, it was
ed. No map of landed property in side.
has spent tbe most productive part also necessary that it should be
ancient Egypt has come down to us,
In the periodical Issued by the man of bis life on a sheep ranch in Mon
kept heated for at least a day, and
but on the tomb walls we meet with agement of the Breslau garden an
representations of land measurers at amusing story is told of an incident of tana is responsible for tbe propo then allowed to set gradually.
work. Their methods of land meas this kind. Some years ago, on a fine sition to have a road about two
urement are represented on the walls autumn morning, ju st after the gates hundred feet wide from the front
ABORIGINES IN AUSTRALIA.
of the tomb of one Menna a t Sheik were opened there was a loud knock
Abd el Qnrna, in Thebes, a land over ing a t the pay window, and, in reply to door of the White House to the
There are now 75.000 of the abor
seer and inspector of the boundary the inquiry of the money taker who battle field of Gettysburg with iginal population in Australia. .Of
stones of Amon.
presented himself, a man in a state of spaces along it allotted to each
“In the scene depicted are shown great excitement said that as he was state which will be called upon to this number there are about twenty
two chainmen measuring a field of walking on the Oder bank he had seen erect groups of statuary or monu- thousand in the colony of Queens
Corn with a long cord, on which are through the palisading a large bear
land. Queensland has an elaborate
knots or marks at intervals which loose in the grounds. “Greatly obliged suitable as a Lincoln Memorial. system for looking after the welfare
A
seem to be about four or five cubits to you, sir,” was the reply. “We know The proposition sounds well.
in length. Each also carries a spare th at already; th at bear goes for a walk national memorial to the great of tbe blacks by means of “ pro
cord coiled upon his arm. Beside them every morning and returns to its cage president is desirable and such a tectors” stationed all over tbe
walk three officials, who carry writ before the visitors come in.”
highway might well embody the colony, to see that tbe natives are
ing materials and who are accompa
The man went away quite satisfied. the artistic and patriotic sentiment ted and clothed and shielded from
nied by a small boy carrying writing The official, who knew the real state of
materials and a bag In which are the case, a t once ordered the gates ‘o of the people but carried out might interference of white people. Many
probably documents and plans refer be closed, and the director was at once result in such another group of of tbe natives are over six feet in
ring to the property. An old man and informed th at the bear was loose. It statuary horrors as may be seeD id height. Like most savages they are
two boys also accompany the survey was a serious matter, for the bear had
polygamists, but they are not canni
ors, and a peasant brings a loaf of killed the keeper in a traveling menag tbe rotuDda of the Capitol or in bals. The natives under civiliza
bread and a bunch of green corn.
erie and for th a t reason was sold to some of tbe Squares of Washington.
“A similar scene is pictured on the the zoological garden. Moreover, when Nothing short of physical violence tion have developed habits of econ
walls of a tomb belonging to a cer a mate had been put in with him she it seems can eradicate from the omy and saving. They have made
tain Amenhotep, also at feheik Abd el soon fell a victim to his bad temper.
good progress in both reading and
Qurna. Here only one man accom While the authorities were considering American mind the love of eques writing, but' missionary reports
panies the chainmen, each of whom, the best steps to take to recapture the trian statues and tbe thought of fifty
as usual, carries a spare cord. The bear—for they were loath to shoot such miles of war heroes careering and state that teaching them arithmetic
figures are larger than in the tomb of a fine animal—the keeper whose negli coverting on impossible horses is is hopeless.
Menna, and, though they are now gence in leaving a door unfastened had
much damaged, it is possible to see caused the trouble made his appear one to make tbe most stoical appre IN THE CENTRE OF THE EARTH.
clearly that the cord terminated in a ance. His only reply to the reproaches hensive. Of course the automobiles
Professor J. W. Gregory, of Eng
ram’s head.”
of the director for allowing the bear to of New York, Philadelphia, Balti land, in a paper on the Geology of
escape wa«, “Well, we shall have to' more and Washington are charmed tbe Inner Earth; records tbe latest
get him in again.”
at tbe idea of a road surpassing
A MAN OF ACTION.
He went off to the storeroom, filled that at Daytona for motor racing developments of knowledge in re
gard to what is below the earth’s
He Got Out of His Tight' Corner With his apron with carrots and bread and
Flying Colors.
then sought the bear. When he saw but artists and architects are flood crust. The inner earth appears to
consist of material similar to that
He was a husband who, when he left the animal he called out to attract its ing their members in Congress with found in meteorites, dark, stony
home for a week or so on a business attention and by throwing down food appeals to leave the decision and iron matter, heavy and solid.
trip, invariably took with him a photo enticed it to the back of the bear dens. about the adornment of the road Whether the interior of our sphere
of his wife, and in the letters th at he Here the man entered through a small to those who know something about is fluid or solid or gaseous makes
wrote to her he always made a great door by which new arrivals were put art. Three propositions are before little difference since under the im
point of this portrait and dwelt upon into the cages. He was closely follow
mense pressure within tbe earth
the fact that the sight of it was the ed by the bear, but reached the middle Congress for the construction of a materials can transmit vibrations
of
the
cage
before
it
had
scrambled
proper
memorial
to
Lincoln.
One
only thing that kept his spirits up
through the small opening. Then he provides for the road to Gettysburg, and resist compressions like a solid;
when he was far away from her.
but they can chauge their shape as
One day, however, he left the home dropped on the floor the rest of the another for a monument upon a easily as a fluid. They are fluid
food
he
had
in
his
apron
and
made
his
and forgot to take the portrait with
just as lead is when forced to flow
him. But he was not going to let i way out of the cage, which was at location south of tbe Washington from a hydraulic press. They are
once
securely
fastened
in
front
and
at
monument and the third for a me
little thing like that worry him.
That
the rear. Thus the incident, which morial arch or peristyle between necessarily intensely hot.
Down he sat and penned his cu:
there are ores of value to mankind
might
have
had
serious
consequences,
tomary amorous epistle, in which tb
the new Uuion station and the Cap in these undereartb rocks is now
portrait played its usual part. It was ended happily for those on whom the itol. It has also been suggested generally admitted.
responsibility rested.—London Field.
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Offiob : No. 348 FIR S T AVENUE, P H ®
N1XV1LLE, PA. Bell ’Phone, 82L. Office
Hours—8.30 a. m. to 12 m.; 2.30 to 5 p. m
Graduate «hd Post-Graduate of Still College
Of Osteopathy, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nervous diseases a specialty. Examinations
8-20.
free. Send for booklet.

M

pronounceable to the strangers, but
sounds so smooth when uttered by a
Mexican, haa a little suburb. Zancoplnca, that has been made famous by
Mallnche’s spring. It is here that Ma
linche loses the sweet nature by which
she is known at Chapultepec and be
comes a wicked sp irit The legend re
lates that she grew savage because
she was set to guard the treasure that
Cuauhtemoc secretly conveyed to her
when the hour of despair had arrived
for his people, though another tradi
tion says that he selected that hiding
place because of her wild and brave
sp irit
However that may be, it was there
that he carried the royal jewels of the
Aztecs and much gold and silver when
he knew that be was about to be de
feated by Cortes. Calling up the Ma
linche, he gave all into her keeping
and then went to his doom. Down
deep into tbe hidden grottoes of hen
home Malinche dragged the hoarded
treasures.
Long passageways connect these
chambers and by many tortuous wind
ings reach either spring. The walls of
sock crystal and chalcedony have beeu
polished and worn Into fantastic
shapes by the running water. There
are long, narrow shelves on which the
treasure is strewn and glittering sta
lactites that catch long strings of pearls
and emeralds and bold them swaying
in the winds of the caves.
Glowworms and electric fishes light
the fairy scene, and the water makes
constant music, but the Malinche is
not happy. If you go near the pool at
Zancopinca yon will hear her voice
lamenting, and often In the nighttime
it may be heard afar off. If the un
wary traveler pauses to listen he will
hear cries of distress and anger and
sad moanlngs that attract him to their
relief. He will come nearer and near
er to the spring and, bending down
that his ear may be close, he wiil hear
troubled waters rushing among hid
den rocks. When his face is above the
pool a pair of white arms will rise up
out of the water and clasp him about
the neck. He is never seen again. He
has gone to help the siren guard the
treasure of Cuauhtemoc.—Mary Worral Hudson in Mexican Herald.

not until the letter was posted th at be
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LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS

I THE IN D E P E N D E N T !
T E R M S — 8 1 .0 0
::

PER

IN A 1 I V A N P E .

YEAR
it

T h u rsd ay , F e b ’y 4 , ’0 9 .
O H tIR i'H S E R V IC E S .
St. L uke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Her.
S L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School
a t 9 a .m . Preaching a t 10 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Catechetical class a t 2 p. m. Y. P. S. O. E.
prayer meeting a t 0.46 p. m. Bible study
m eeting on Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
All are most cordially invited to attend the
services.
St. James* Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and welcome.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day a t 10 a. m. Sunday School a t 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor a t 2 p. m., and SeniorC.
E. a t 7 p. m.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. G arrett
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.80 a. m. Preaching,
10.80 a. m. and 7.80 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks S ta
tion, Rev. G. W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday
Services—10.30 a. m .; 8.80 p. m. Sunday School
—2.15 p. m. Vested choir. Free sittings.
Cordial welcome. The Pector residing in the
parish, will be pleased to reoeive calls for visi
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
Rev. Geo. R. Riflert, pastor. Services will be
as follows: Trappe - Preaching a t 2 30 p.
prayer meeting a t 10 a. m.; Sunday School a t
1.30 p. m. Limerick—Preaching a t 7.46 p n
Sunday School a t 9 a. m.; C. E. a t 7.80 p. m
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.46,11.30 a. m., 0.06 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. m., 0.38 p. m. For. Allentown
7.46,11.02a. m., 3.07, 0.06 p. m. Sundays—8.30
a. in., 7.39 p. m.

H o m e a n d A b ro ad .

hearing before a Phoenixville mag
istrate.
—Gaining entrance while the
family were out for the evening and
then hiding until they had retired,
thieves ransacked the bouse of Ir
win B. Roming, in Reading, and
besides $23 in cash, secured con
siderable jewelry.
Price ef Milk for February.

The Executive Committee of the
Philadelphia Milk Shippers' Union
has fixed the wholesale price of
milk for February, at 4 cents per
quart.
Married.

On January 28, at the parsonage
of St. Luke’s Reformed church,
Trappe, by Rev. S. L. Messinger,
D. D., Abner W. Godshall and Ella
Cassel, both of Yerkes.
Latter from Now Mexico,

A letter from Harry Clark, of
Lower Providence, who is now
visiting in New Mexico will be
published in the I ndependent in
week or two.
A Card.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wismer de
sire the I ndependent to express
their grateful appreciation of the
kind service of neighbors and
friends prior to and at the funeral
of their child.
Praaantad Booka ta Cal lag a
LI barary.

Fox C haee.

Last Friday, Ellis Butt, proprie
tor of Black Rock hotel, and D. M
Kirtner, after a vigorous chase
captured a large red fox in Chester
county. The fox was let out
Wednesday of this week, and many
riders and dogs participated in the
chase.

Clothing S en t to Bethany
O rphans’ Home.

The Work Committee of the
Ladies’ Aid Society of Trinity Re
formed church of this borough, con
sisting of Mrs. Bordner, Mrs. Faringer, Mrs. Wm. Prizer, Mrs.
Ingram, and Miss Ida Allebacb,
have forwarded to Bethany Or
phans’ Home sixty-two pieces of
C elebrated Birthday.
children’s clothing, which was
A large numder of relatives and made by the ladies of the Society.
friends of James K. Thomson, form
erly Director of the Poor, assem
Ladles'A id Society.
bled Wednesday evening of -last
A regular meeting of the Ladies’
week and participated in the cele Aid Society of Trinity Reformed
bration at his sixty-fifth birthday church was held Monday evening
anniversary, at his home, Windside at the home of Mrs. Lachman. The
Farm, Plymouth, and the occasion
program consisted of piano solos, by
was a very pleasant one to all.
Elizabeth Lachman, Alma Bechtel,
Maggie Reiff, Verna Godsbalk;
vocal solos, Mrs. Joho Barrett,
Within sight of their home.
Mr. Stamn; recitation, Mr. DunBridgeport Wednesday night of §eath; concert recitation Miss Say
last week Charles Norton, aged
lor and Miss Hu nsicker; violin
years, and his sister, aged 5 years solos, H elen, Fry, Mr. Horton;
were badly bitten by an apparently clarinet solo, Mr. Lauer.
rabid dog. The dog attacked the
boy first, tearing bis leg. The
Sliver Link Literary Society.
girl went to her brother’s aid and
Regular meeting of the Silver
was bitten on the hand. The dbg
Link Literary Society of Ironbridge
was afterward shot.
on Thursday evening February 11.
Program: Instrumental solo, Susie
S uperintendent Landis Will Speak.
Kulp; Recitations, Wm. HunsberMontgomery county is honored in ger, E. Fry Wismer; Readings,
the selection of Couuty Superinten Joseph Beyer, May Hunsicker;
dent Landis as one of the principal Vocal solos, Hartwell Spare, Earl
speakers at the State Educational Moyer; Blossom, Norman Kulp edi
Convention of Pennsylvania, the tor; contributors, Charles Wismer,
sessions of which are held at Har Florence Hunsicker, Arthur Ash,
risburg, Feb. 3, 4 and 5. Prof Bertha Saylor, Geo. Cassel; violin
Landis will speak on the subject solo, Charles Wismer. All are wel
“ How Can the School Best Aid the come. Special program on Febru
Home in its Functions?”
ary 25. Particulars later.
Two Children Bitten by Dog.

The W. C. T. U., of this borough
last week donated to the library of
Ursinus College several books com
—A cold wave
Millions of Trees for Spring
prising the works of Miss Frances
Planting.
—Came along with the
Williard and her biography by
The
State
Forestry
Department
Miss
Anna
A.
Gordon.
—First day of the shortest month
has
arranged
so
that
early next
of the year.
spring
there
will
be
available
for
Will Raaum a Praetlea of Law.
—On the second, or
planting about 3,000,000 young
Hon. Henry K. Boyer, owner of trees, mostly white pine, but other
—Candlemas day
Little Meadows Farm, near Evans species, including Scotch pine
—The g. h. did or did not see burg, expects to return to Phila
European larch, Norway spruce,
shadows.
delphia and resume the practice of white ash, oak, walnut, hickory and
law. Mr. Boyer has leased his fine tulip poplar.
—So much depends, you knpw;
farm to S. K. Renner, and will sell
—And disputed questions are not
bis farm stock, etc., at public sale
Appropriation Bills.
always determined with either ease iu due time.
or evidence
R. 0. Miller, member of the Leg
islature, has introduced several
—However, it may be safely
Old C haatnutT raa.
appropriation
bills. One calls for
assumed
Alfred D. Hertzog, lumber dealer $40,000 for Charity Hospital. Two
—That the usual assortment of of Eshbach, purchased a chestnut
weather will prevail in February tree from David Moyer, which be others were presented in behalf of
the State Hospital for the Insatfe,
1909.
felled for marketable lumber. The Norristown—one a special measurie
—Burgess F. J. Clamer is mak tree was an old landmark on Mr. for $61,501.53 for deficiencies in
ing preparations to build another Moyer’s farm, and was over 150 various building appropriations,
double house ou the east side of years old. It measured 16 feet 8 and the other for $186,325 for main
inches in circumference and 5 feet teuance, etc., and for a new barb to
MaiD street.
11 inches in diameter.
take the place of the one recently
—The Burgess believes in keep
burned.
ing the building boom booming.

ullfreg Choked off Englno’o Supply
of W ater.

A Reading Railway engineer bad
a singular experience at Aramingo,
Sunday, when he was nonplussed
at his inability to inject water into
the boiler. The water was getting
very low and there was no time to
be lost. After many futile efforts to
solve the mystery, Assistant Road
Foreman John Scbeifle, who hap
pened along, examined a hose leadi
ng from the tank and discovered
that a bullfrog bad become wedged
n the screen, preventing the flow
of water. It is believed that the
frog got into the tank while pumpng water.

Big Verdict.

By decision of the Courts of
Montgomery county Bowman Broth
ers are awarded $61,979.12 on
a contract with the township of
Lower Merion for sewer construc
tion. Suit was brought by the con
tractors more than a year ago for
money alleged to be due. By
agreement of the parties at interest
the question was submitted to a
referee. The court dismissed all
the exceptions to the report of the
referee which is confirmed in its
entirety and judgment awarded in
the sum of $61,979.12.
Prof. Peareon’s Lecture Recital.

Prof. Pearson, head of the depart
ment of Public Speaking of Swarthmore College, gave bis lecture-reeital on the “ Poetry of Life” in
Bomberger Hall, Tuesday evening.
The attention of the large audience
was held throughout the entire re
cital. Prof. Pearson's enunciation
and intonation were perfect and his
interpretation of the poems symbol
izing the various aspects and phases
of life showed rare artistic ability
andcareful training. Prof. Pearson’s
reading of Poe’s “ The B ells” and
Tennyson’s “ The Bugle Song,”
were especially pleasing.
New Firm.

The Dew firm of Morris Weitzenkorn, Fred Frank1, and Charles
Frank, to be known as “ Weitzenkorn’s ” has succeeded the old firm
of S. Weitzenkorn & Sons, of Potts
town, in conducting the largest and
most popular clothing house in the
upper half of Montgomery county.
The members of tbe new firm have
bad long experience in tbe clothing
business at tbe old stand and they
are splendidly equipped to continue
and increase the business of the
bouse. Morris Weitzeokorn, the
head of the firm is keen, active, and
farsighted in business matters and
bis partners are a pair of clever
men and hustlers. The new firm is
a winner.

S ale of Steeka.

The following stocks were sold at
public sale in Pottstown, Saturday
afternooo:
Forty shares of National Bank of
Pottstown, at average of $150, par
$50.
Sixty-eight shares of Home Water
Company, of Royersford, average
$40.
Eleven shares of National Bank of
Spring City, average $153.
Six shares of Royersford Trust
Company, average of $78.
Five shares of Citizens’ National
Bank of Pottstown were bid to $248
and withdrawn.
Three shares of National .Iron
Bank of Pottstown, average $180.
Five shares of Security Company
of Pottstown, bid to $117, aud with
drawn.
DEATHS.

Dorothy H., daughter of Harry
and Annie Wismer, of near this
borough, died Wednesday of last
week of marasmus, aged 4 mouths.
The funeral was held on Sunday.
All services at the house at 1 p.m.
Interment at Schwenksville ceme
tery; undertaker J. L. Bechtel in
charge.
Daniel U. Cassel died of pneu
monia od Sunday at his residence,
Swede and Chestnut streets, Nor
ristown, aged 51 years. Mr. Cassel
in former years conducted a general
store at Norritonville. For the past
fifteen years be managed a store at
Swede aud Chestnut streets, Nor
ristown. A widow and one son
survive. The funeral will be held
this (Thursday) afternoon. Services
at the house at 2 p. m. Interment
private.

Mrs. Elizabeth Krause Boorse,
aged 83 years, widow of Ephraim
Cassel Boorse, died Sunday in Nor
ristown.
Her husband, E. C.
Boorse, died November 7, 1895.
For many years she resided with
her husband and family near Jeffer
sonville. All of her six children
survive. They are: Isaiah Z. Boorse
After Separation of 31 Yooro Coupl
of Jeffersonville; Susan A. Boorse,
Agrao to Live Together.
of Norristown; Mrs. Clara C. Hoff
Samuel BeidemaD will live with man, of Fairview Village; Henry A.
aud support his wife, whom be de Boorse, Elizabeth A. Boorse and M.
serted thirty-oue years ago when he Katherine Boorse, of Norristown.
left Norristown suddenly without
any apparent reason or cause
Provisions of Educational Bill.
Beidemau bad returned to Norris
The following are some of the pro
County Roacte Association
town after this prolonged absence visions in brief of tbe educational
Mooting.
and was visiting bis daughter, Mrs bill submitted to tbe Legislature of
A meeting of the County Roads George de Solms, of West Marshall this State, last week. It is the
Association will be held in court street, Norristown, when a warrao
most important measure that will
room No.-1, Norristown, on Thurs charging him with non-support was be acted upon by the present Legis
day, February 18. Judge Henry served upon him. His wife Elmira
lature, and it is designed to revolu
K. Weand will deliver the opening who remained in town and kept the
tionize
the public school system of
Moating of County School Directors.
address.
There will be several family together after the departure the State:
—Women are electioneering for
Four W eeks Court.
rcussions on timely topics at the of the husband and father, had
The annual meeting of the Mont
some of the candidates in PottsAll schools to be under direct
morning
session. . At the afternoon brought the prosecution. Beidemau
gomery
County
School
Directors’
By an order of the court theretown’s warm School Director con
State supervision.
Association will be held at Royers- will be four weeks of court in the session an address will be made by was committed to jail for a further
tests.
Commission appointed by Gover
. W. Hunter, State Highway Com bearing Saturday forenoon before
ford on March 18. There will be month of March, establishing a new
nor
to control all .the schools.
—V. P. Saylor has purchased of morning and afternoon sessions at
precedent. The first two weeks missioner. D. M. Anders is presi Magistrate Eugene Egbert. The
Philadelphia and Pittsburg are in
John Rauch a farm of 150 acres in which subjects of general interest
will be devoted to criminal cases dent of tbe Association and will pre hearing was held about 11 o ’clock first-class and second and third
Lower Providence township, near to school directors will be discuss
and the following two weeks to side at tbe meetings. The execu and fifteen minutes later tbe couple classes are established.
the Level school bouse, for $2100.
ed. In the evening an address will civil cases. The jury list of 312 tive committee is composed of the agreed to let bygones be bygones
Boards of Education have tbe
names is the largest ever known in following: Chairman, J. B. Krause; aud tbey bad do further use for law power to levy taxes to pay school
—The will of B. F . Kuhns, a be made by a prominent speaker.
C. Morgan, Jesse Hiltebeitel, J. Beideman entered bail to remain in expenses.
the county. Among the jurors are
millionaire, of Dayton, Ohio, con
Wayne
HeebDer and Edward B. town and he aud bis wife left the
F. W. Shalkop and A. F. Bertolet,
tains a bequest of $2,000 forUrsinus
W rench S m ash es M achine.
Every male citizen more than 21
Connor.
office of the justice in each other’s years of age must pay $1 tax to sup
of
Trappe;
John
U.
Francis
Jr.
Geo.
College.
While Edward Schwoyer, the son
company.
Dannehower, and Samuel Poley, of
port schools.
—An epidemic of chickenpox, of Joseph Schwoyer, of near East
Food Couaea Sick Boy to Become
Upper
Providence;
Geo.
W.
Moyer,
Exclusion from the public schools
mumps and diphtheria is raging in Greenville, was engaged in feeding
Dolirloua.
C ourt R efuses Preliminary
of all pupils, teachers or employes
corn-fodder cutting machine in Albert Miller, Andrew Lester,
the twin boroughs of East Green
Injunction.
who hav6 tuberculosis in any form.
Forbidden by his physician to
the barn of Isaac Cleaver, a monkey- Ephraim Sabold and Geo. Scbwuvbville and Pennsburg.
ly,
of
Limerick;
Daniel
M.
Anders
In
the
matter
Of the bill in equity
Extension of the compulsory edu
eat anything, Calvin Ludwig, sou
wrench
slipped
into
the
machine.
—Cutting down a hollow chestnut
cation laws to include all blind,
and
Issac
G.
Rahn,
of
Lower
Provi
issued
by
Attorney
Edwin
S.
Nyce
Lewis
Ludwig,
of
Niantic,
this
With a crash the machine was de
deaf and mentally deficient children
tree, David Badman, of Faglevscounty, who was recovering from a on behalf of the Township of Wor who are capable of receiving partial
molished,
and the iron parts of the dence.
ville, found a swarm of bees and 40
severe attack of typhoid fever, told cester against the Montgomery education.
cylinder struck Mr. Schwoyer in
Dairy and Food Report.
pounds of honey.
is father, who was nursing him, County Rapid Transit Company in
Two colleges of education, one at
face, fracturing both oasal bones,
The Dairy and Food division of that he should take some rest, and which it was sought to restrain the the University of Pennsylvania, tbe
—A painting of a scene in the besides lacerating his face horribly,
hile the father slept the youog traction company from carrying other at tbe University of Pittsburg.
Schuylkill River made by Samuel and probably fracturing his skull. the State Department of Agriculture
is almost self-supporting according man crept to the pantry and ate two freight in the township tbe court
Compulsory education.
Reed, Jr., in 1798, has just come He is in a critical condition.
to
the
report
of
Commissioner
Unvaccinated
children to be ad
whole raisin pies, An hour after •Monday morning handed down an
into the possession of H. M. Boone,
James Foust for 1908. The report ward tbe father was awakeued by opinion refusing a preliminary in mitted on a three-fourths vote of a
of Pottstown.
Farm ers' League Organized.
shows receipts of $54,580.62, der four shots fired iD rapid succession junction, In concluding its opinion district board.
—For the first time in the history
School Boards iu townships and
A Farmers’ League was recently rived from oleo licenses and fines1, outside tbe house. The young man, the court says: “Even if we concede
boroughs to be non-partisan and
of the village the three hotels at organized in Skippack by the pure food law fines and expendi
plaintiff's legal rights our discus limited to nine members, three
Gilbertsville, Montgomery county, election of Rev. W. D. Hallman, tures of $69,968.20 for salaries, as a result of his feast, bad become
sion must still turn on the just elected every two years for six-year
violently
delirious,
aud
taking
a
will all have new landlords next president; A. T. Grater, vice- detective service and laborrtory
shot gun from the wall, be loaded it applicabilty of the equitable reme terms. (Present members to serve
spring.
president, Irwin S. Hallman, sec expenses. The activity of the food and scantily dressed, went out on dies sought. The interests of the out tbeir terms.)
Taxatioo limit, 15 mills.
—The famous Perkiomeu ville Hotel retary; Christian G. Becker, treas commissioner and his staff is indi the cross-roads near-by, and opened public must be taken into consider
State to supervise construction
The next meeting of the cated in the summary of cases ter fire along the highway. Returning ation by a chancellor when passing
and store property, which has been urer.
in the Rahn family for 50 years, has League will be held in the Valley minated, of which there 300 during the young man went to a bureau upon the equities and legal rights and sanitation of buildings.
Text book changes limited to five
sold to James Graham, of Chester House hall on Friday evening, 1908. Of these 68 were for selling drawer aud grabbed a lorded revol of the parties involved In the con years.
county.
February 5.
The object of the oleo colored iD imitation of butter, ver, when his father closed in on troversy. We are therefore justi
Children of 14 years who can read
League
is
to
further
the intellectual, 30 for selling oleo;without a license, him In the struggle tbe young fied in refusing a preliminary in and write English intelligently are
—Pennsburg’s Odd Fellows’ Hall
the Perkiomen Valley’s largest social and financial interests of 15 for selling adulterated milk, 41 man felled the father with a blow junction because no injury to plain not compelled to go to school.
Montgomery county having more
for adulterated catsup, 47 for adul on bis bead, rendering him uncon tiff has been shown aod in doing so
building, is to be enlarged. It will farmers.
terated vinegar and 10 for mis scious, and a tragedy was avoided we are not conceding plaintiff’s than 500 schools, Superintendent
cover half a block, and an opera
Landis will be entitled to two as
How’i This?
branded breakfast foods.
by a sister arriving and overpower-I
rights by ordinande to con sistants, at minimum salaries of
house, to seat 1000 persons, has
We effer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
ing the crazed brother, who had by flict with a statute of the state and $ 1200.
been planed for it.
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
this time greatly weakened. He thus attempt to nullify corporate
The
Secret
of
Long
Life.
Every pupil entitled to a High
taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
bad to be tied in bed and is in a
— Mrs. John Seasboltz, of New by F.
J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
A French scientist ha* discovered one critical condition.
rights after the right to locate has School education. Agriculture to
Berlinville, nearly bled to death We, the undersigned, have known F. J. secret of long life. His metuou d ea s w in
ODce been given. W
ereserve this be taught in township high schools.
tor the last 18 years, and believe him the blood. But tong ago millions oi men
from a hemorrhage following the Cheney
perfectly honorable In all business trans cans had proved Electric b.tiers prolo n g , a
question
for
consideration
when the
Washington Ones Gave Dp
extraction of a tooth, and two doc actions and financially able to carry out any life and makes It woith living. t p. rifi f,
case
comes
before
us
on
final
bear
A wedding cake six feet eight
made by his firm.
enriches and vitalizes the b lood, reb u ild s to three d • tors, was k< pt iu bed for five
tors worked four hours before they obligation
Walding, Klnnan & Marvin, Wholesale wasted nerve cells, imparts llte and t ine to we* kb. bioou poison from a spider’s bite ing. Unless the supervisors can inches high, five feet in diameter at
Druggists, Toledo, O.
stopped it.
tne entire system, its a god seud to weak, caused large, fleep sores to cover bis leg. show some meritorious reasons for its base, and weighing 700 pounds,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, sick and debilitated peoDie V h i d i r y The doctor*- lai>ed, then Backlen’s Arnica their action we hope they may be
—Charged with fast driving and acting directly upon the blood and mucous trouble had blighted my life for no uttm,” alv- c Iii.pieitiy cored me,” writes John able to see tbeir way clear not to was baked recently by Luigi Marabiri, chef of tbe Grand Pacific Hotel,
surfaces of the system. Price 75c. per bot writes W. M. bberman, of ( mbing. Mo-, Washington, of Borqu.-vtlle. Tex-s For
cruelty to a horse, Albert Beide- tle. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials "but
>lectric Bitters cured me entirely.’’. 4-ex u»a. boi s, borus and piles its supreme, arbitrarily insist upon a mere legal Chicago, and shipped to Hamilton,
free.
Only 50c., at Joseph W. Cul ert’s irug
man and Thomas Haines, of Royersat Joseob W. Ouibert’s drug store, right which may be against tbe in Ont. The fruit used in the making
Sold by druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
store, Collegeville, and at M I. Hun
oileg« viil , and at M. T. Hunsicker’s ctore, terests and demands of the citizens of the cake was soaked in brandy
ford, paid $19.08 fine and costs at a Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation. sicker’s
store, Ironbildge.
1 on ki IdYe.
of tbe township.”
and wine for six days.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
' P U B L IC MALE O F

Collegeville Mills.
CONDENSED NEWS ITEMS.
and when we followed him in his
Item s F ro m T ra p p e .
ramble among tbe stars we were im
OHIO COWS!
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Clamer, Miss pressed with the grandeur, the sub
Thursday, January 2$.
A regular meeting of Town Coun Mae Clamer, Mr. and Mrs. Regar, limity, the marvelous work of the
Besides
carrying
our
usual
full
line
of
The senate ratified aa arbitration
feed and dairy salt, we have received a
cil was held Monday evening.
and Miss Alma Robison attended the Great Architect, tbe Creator of treaty with Brazil.
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
carload of CHOICE COTTONSEED
heaven
and
earth.
We
go
ploddiog
Wilson
Heckdom,
a
mine*,
was
DAY, FEBRUARY 4,1909, at Ellis B utt’s
The R epublican p rim a ry m eeting, Charity Ball at the Academy of
along on the earth and it’s only a struck and killed by a train at a cross MEAL, also a carload of fresh HORSE Black Rock hotel, one carload of fresh
Thursday even in g , was ra th e r a Music, Philadelphia, Monday even chance time do we look up aDd see
cows and springers direct from Ohio.
ing fifteen miles north of Lebanon, Pa. and DAIRY SUCRENE.
We are also carrying a good brand of Gentlemen, these cows are choice ones,
lively g ath erin g . Several of th e ing.
the glory in tbe firmament. Satur
William Spooner, a farmer, and his
tbe finest we have shipped in years, and
evening, February 6, Rev. Mil- ten-year-old son, Wilfrid, were killed Gluten Feed which has met with tbe ap they are worthy of especial attention.
contests w ere close.
Merchant W. P. Fenton is on the day
proval
of
our
customers.
It
is
a
feed
that
Also two stock bulls, lot of sboats, and
ton
Swigart
will
deliver
the
third
instantly at the Montreal street grade
Jam es R. Weikel visited Mr. and sick list.
one sow with litter of pigs. Sale at 1.80
brings results.
lecture of the course, and without crossing, Kingston, Ont.
Mrs. John H. Fetterolf in Philadel
We would call the attention of poultry o’clock. Conditions by
Curtis N. Buzbey is under arrest In
Mrs. Calvih Noaker received tbe date February 16 is changed the
WALTER BROS.
dealers and farmers of the very good re
phia, Sunday.
ninty post cards on her birthday, Rev. Chas. A. Bameis on the course. Philadelphia, charged with embezzling sults that our HEN-E-TA BONE CRYS W. McFeat, auct. I. E. Miller, olerk.
One of the politicians of the upper Friday, aDd she wishes to here ex March 6, tbe Hop. I. C. Williams; $4000 from his employers, Vance ft TALS have been giving in this community
his subject will be “ A walk through
n hardware firm.
p U B L I C SA LE O F
ward has a vigorous opinion as to press her thanks to her many the forests.” Subject of Rev. Mr. Peters,
Frank Clarke, a chemist, was shot as well as elsewhere. I t is the only Bone
caucuses.
friends for their kind remem Swigart is “ Dreams,” that of Rev. and mortally wounded in & quarrel Grit in the market. I t is an egg pro
FRESH COWS!
Mr. Bame “ World Heroes.” Rev. with Clyde Butterfield, a mall earrler, ducer. We would be pleased to acquaint
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob L. Miller will brances.
you
with
its
analysis
and
guarantee.
Mr. McKee is to be praised in his tn a hotel at Fort Henry, N. T.
lake possession of Joseph Walters’
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Price, of effort to gi ve the commu nity a course
We also sell the LITTLE GIANT
Friday, January 29.
house about the first of April. Mr. Lower Providence, spent Sunday of lectures these winter nights, and
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
William Robinson, of Philadelphia STOCK TONIC. The guaranteed analysis
5, 1909, at Longaker’s Lim
Miller will hold a public sale of per with friends in this borough.
his work here' has been greatly ap wae struck and killed by a train at speaks for itself. By virtue of our State FEBRUARY
Centre hotel, one full carload of
Laws all feeders of Stock Feeds are now erick
preciated by all. The leotu res have Mktoa, Md.
sonal property at Mrs. Bechtel’s
fresh and springer cows from Western
Melancholy ever domestic troubles, protected.
beeo well attended and all have
Pennsylvania. Also one fine stock bull.
place on Thursday, March 4.
Buckwheat Flour is on great demand Gentlemen, don’t miss this sale. I have
been edified, pleased, and interested William Gaffney, an iron ore miner at
F
rom
G
ra
te
rsfo
rd
.
kind of stock you want and need. Sale
Mrs. C. A. Wismer, of Gratersin'them. Prof. Eisebberg preached Belvidere, H. J., shot and hilled him during this season. Its use is invaluable atbe
t 1 o’clock. Conditions by
Joseph Mooney our new horse- Sunday morning in the Green Tree self.
to tbe farmers and butcbers. We always
ford, and Jacob Pry of Norristown,
J. C. MoKALIP.
Lumber prices in nncouver, B. C., have a good supply on hand Graham F. H. Peterman, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
were the guests of Mrs. Ann Pry, sboer and blacksmith took posses church.
have advanced $1 per 1000 feet on Flour is also a good seller a t this time.
sion on Monday last, and Wm.
The cold wave that was announced common iradM , and within n short
Sunday.
F. J. CLAMER,
p U B L I C SA LE O F
came in on time, and there is every fin e there will be an advance affecting
Proprietor Collegeville Mills
Jacob Bower slaughtered a hog Umstead returned to Delphi.
encouragement tbe g. b. will be on all outside points.
J. H. Fisher our veteran horse time also.
FRESH COWS
«n Monday that dressed 510 pounds.
Bines the “devil traeke” were first
dealer
is
confined
to
the
bouse
with
o
r
r
e
n
t
.
SPRINGERS
AND STOCK BULLS.
A fox will be let out at G. Guy
How about increasing marriage reported in South Jersey it has been
House and garden; also stable room
pneumonia.
noticed th at not a chicken roosf rob if desired, in Lower Providence. Apply at
Miller’s Lamb hotel next Saturday,
licenses to two dollars ?
e e
2-4.
THIS OFFICE.
bery bas been reported, although pre
February 6, at 2 p. m. Breakfast
Mr. Tillman Houseman of CollegeWill be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
Six dollars per month for pen vious to th at time hardly a night pass
FEBRUARY
15,
1909,
at Sunnyside Stock
will be served at twelve o ’clock.
ville, and Miss Fannie Kulp, sions. That’s a stupendous salary ed but th at a number of chicken rob
Farm, Trooper, Pa., one carload of fresh
OR RENT.
to
live
on,
without
you
live'in
tbe
and a few springers; also two stock
Miss Carrie Wischman, of Phila daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Francis
beries were not reported.
F House for rent: also a good farm cows
bulls. This load consists of good, straight,
woods and live on ’possum. That’s
band wanted; good pay. Apply to
8aturdey, Jan u ary 90.
delphia, visited Mrs. H. A. Mathieu, Kulp, were married by the Rev. less than a ration per day and
young cows, and great milk producers,
STROUD,
The treasury has purchased 100,000 Cross Keys Road. W. H. Collegeville,
Pa, and will be sold for tbe high dollar.
Schmidt of Schwenksville last Sat ration was hard-tack,salt horse and
part of last week.
These cows have been selected with care
ounces of silver for delivery at New
by an experienced buyer and will prove
Charles Tyson, having leased his urday. The wedding was celebra pork with a tablespoonful of sugar Tork, at 61.920 per fine ounce.
profitable to the purchaser. Your patron
coffee in proportion. Ye gods,
O R SA LE.
One man was killed and four ethers
farm to his son-in-law Henry Alle- ted on Sunday at the home of the and
solicited. Sale a t l p. m. Conditions
what liberality! Save it ..and put it seriously iniured in a collision between
One express sleigh and a round-back age
by
JOS. T. HALLMAN.
bride’s
parents.
Congratulations.
bach, will dispose of his personal
iu a sinking fund to purchase a a freight and construction train on the sleigb. Will be sold cheap. Apply to
David Kratz, auct. J. J. Hartman, clerk.
JACOB
L.
MILLER,
Trappe,
Pa.
property on Thursday, March 11.
The horse sale on Monday at monument for the smart Aleck who Pittsburg ft Lake Brie railroad at
suggested tax on coal. Can’t turn Beaver Falls, Pa., near Pittsburg.
A shepherd dog, having every Dunn’s hotel was well attended.
O R NALL
p U B L I C BALE O F
the cold’sboulder on him. A young
Theodore Adame, of Poughkeepsie,
Livery stable. including shed, har
appearance of being mad, passed
One of the dogs that escaped the man set fire to the temple of Diana, N. Y., was arrested and charged with ness, carriages, blankets, &c. of S. Gross
through this borough on Monday. quarantine at Collegeville and was to satisfy a desire for fame and the murder of his brother-in-law, John Fry. Apply to his attorney,
Personal Property!
E. L. HALLMAN,
A dog belonging to Mrs. Joel being housed in our town wander notoriety. Perhaps our historical Kliff, of th at place, after Mrs. Kliff 18-17.
Norristown, Pa
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
recollections are badly crippled;
Harley was bitten by the animal.
DAY, FEBRUARY 18,1909, at the resi
ed home last Friday and was might have been some other temple, had accused Adams of robbing her.
Frances
Folsom
Cleveland,
widow
dence
of the undersigned, near Oaks, Up
G G * F O R H A TC H IN G ,
Meeting of the Sunbeam Mission promptly shot.
and perhaps this Legislator wants of the late President Cleveland, and
per Providence township, the following
' ■
E
ct
.
.
.
.
personalproperty:
5 horses, two mules.
pi
Band of the U. E. church on Satur
Mr. and Mrs. Abram Espenship to achieve fame and notoriety in like Mary Lord Harrison, widow of the late Rock chickens for sale at 0.50, 0.?5, and personal
— The horses are good workers and
day, February 6. As this will be entertained a number of their manner to tax the combustible for President Harrison, were granted the $1 per setting. Apply to
drivers,
One
of the horses is a
FRED. J. EBERT,
fear of it setting fire to the temple franking privilege during their life
ne bay, 5 years old, Virginia
the last meeting prior to the public
l-14-4m.
Pinetown, near Oaks Station ©
friends last Sunday and served a of fame.
bred, and a horse of very excellent
time by congress.
meeting on Saturday, February 13, turkey dinner. Among the guests
qualities; a good stepper and gentle. 32
Men day, February 1.
Ed.
Johnson
has
a
severe
cold.
cows,
milkers
and springers; flne«-*all members should endeavor to be were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Heberle
A R P E T AND RUG W EAVING
The Kansas house passed a bill pro
stock bull. 50 chickens, lot ofj
I
have
installed
an
automatic
fly
The
snow
and
rain
Friday
and
present.
and daughter, of Pennsburg, Mrs. Friday night and Saturday, with hibiting the making or selling of cig shuttle carpet loom and am prepared to guineas, 2 turkeys, 5 China geese,
very fine. Two farm
do all kinds of carpet and rug weaving in Wyandotte hens,
Republican borough ticket: Bur Katie Smith and daughter, Mr. and the expected cold wave* were indi arette papers.
3-inch tread, the other a
Caesar Mattucci, of Slateford, Pa., a first-class and satisfactory manner at 2wagons—one
-inch
tread;
express
wagon, 2-seated
gess, Elmer S. Poley; School Direc Mrs. Samuel Poley, Mr. and Mrs. cations that winter is here, and it Is has started suit for $2000 against the reasonable prices. Orders received daring
family carriage, road cart, milk ^sleigh,
will be filled a t a specially lo
probable the groundhog will_ have Lackawanna railroad for the loss of an January
tors, P. B. Rushong, Howard S. G. F. Rosen berger and son.
horse power and thresher, mowing ma
price.
FRED. J. EBERT,
chine, fodder cutter, 3 plows, 2 springto put its gum boots on or it will
Penoapacker; Couneilmen, Stephen
1-14.2m.
Pinetown, near Oaks Station
Miss Marie Yellis is improving get lost in the snow in an attempt to eye.
tooth harrows, nearly new; 2 two-horse
Fire starting tn the White Front
Tyson, G. Guy Miller; Auditor,
cultivators,
smoothing harrow, used one
rapidly.
see its shadow.
dry goods store at Freeport, 111., de
season; horse rake, corn sheller, manure
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Elmer C. Pennapacker; Tax Col
almost new; grain drill, grass
Henry Espenship is now able to
Estate of Elizabeth W. Hall, de spreader,
A what-is-it was seen on Brower stroyed three business houses. Loss
sower, circular saw, forks, shovels, chains,
lector, Irvin Weikel; Judge of
ceased. Letters testamentary on the above cart,
$100,000.
walk but is still confined to his aveoue one night last week.
harness
in variety; large meat re
Elections, James R. Weikel, In
A fire which destroyed their home estate having been granted to the under frigerator, a good one; 2 large copper ket
signed,
all
persons
indebted
to
tbe
said
Carnation
day
was
almost
forgot
home.
near London, Ont., cost the lives of estate are requested to make payment, and tles. 20 milk cans, milk cooler, large wood
spector, A. P. Bertolet.
Louis Hartman now does all the ten, but there are so many thiBgs to Philip Vansickle, his son, daughter and those having claims to present the same, stove, grindstone, wheelbarrow, % barrel
black paint, 6 gallons light-yellow house
Democratic borough ticket: Bur
think of these times in keeping eon-in-law.
without delay, to
paint, ice tongs, ropes, pulleys, incubator,
ROBERT N. KEELY,
gess, Philip Williard; Councilman, harness work for the County Home. track of the holidays.
PERSONAL.

F

F<
F

C

E

Charged with embezzling $4000 re

Tbe A rt Club, Philadelphia.

drinking fountain, tin feed pans, tools,

Daniel Shuler; School Director,
President Roosevelt’s way may ceived as license money, former Coun Or to his attorney, William E. Caveny, &c. Also large lot of corn in the ear,
seven-room hot air heater and pipe, lot of
1201 Chestnut St., Phila.
FROM OAKS.
be the right way to improve the ty Clerk William W. Wallace, of Mc
Henry U: Wismer; Auditor, Jacob
household goods and other articles not
Minnville,
Tenn.,
was
arrested
In
Cali
wrong way, and it may be the way
here enumerated. Sale at 12.30 o’clock,
W. Wisler; Judge of Elections,
The Woman’s Christian Temper to
sharp. Conditions: 90 days’ credit on
call a halt. When men do that fornia.
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Dauiel W. Shuler; Inspector, Jacob ance Union of Port Providence will which
Tuesday,
F
ebruary
2.
Estate of Elizabeth H. Ashenfelter, sums of $15 and exceeding that amount,
in itself is good but for. the
hold
their
regular
moutbly
meeting
Two
children
of
Nathaniel
Work
late of Upper Providence township. Mont under $15, cash.
M. J. DAVIS.
W. Wisler.
they get out of it, it loses its
at the home of Mrs. Joseph Fit-z- gain
man were burned to death In a fire gomery county, deceased. Notice is here
excellency
and
becomes
an
abom
L.
H.
Ingram,
auct.
by
given
that
letters
testamentary
upon
water, Indian Rock Farm, WedesWe are getting to be so th at destroyed their home in Bath tbe above estate have been granted to the
Jo ttin g s F rom L im erick. day, February 10, at 2.30 p. m. The ination.
undersigned. All-persons indebted to said
many in this country that it is well County, Ky.
services will be devotional. Sub
Charles H. Brent, Protestant Epis estate are requested to make immediate FJXWO DAYS’ P U B L IC SA LE O F
On Saturday evening, January jects, Scientific Temperance In to curb the many questionable ways copal bishop of the Philippines, was payment, and those having legal claims
the same will present them with
30, by Rev. N. F. Schmidt, of struetion and School Savings Fund, in doing business.
elected chairman of the international against
out delay in proper order for settlement
Personal Property!
The people generally in our com opium commission at Shanghai, China. to
Schwenksville, Mr. Geo. W. Stauffer by Mrs. Paul Webb and Mrs. F.
HORACE ASHENFELTER,
Administrator,
munity
have
been
very
much
pleased
Will
be sold a t public sale on THURS
President
Roosevelt
has
accepted
an
Moister.
and Miss Laura Wade were united
Royersford R. F. D. DAY and SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25
with
the
acceptance
of
Rev.
G.
W.
invitation
to
attend
a
farewell
meet
Our old friend Theodore Smoyer
Or his attorneys, E. L. Hallman and Thos. and 27, 1909, on the premises of the late
in wedlock. Congratulations and
Hallman, Norristown, Montgomery William Keel, deceased, at Providence
met with a most distressing acci Barnes as the new rector of Saint ing of the congregation of Grace Re
good wishes.
Paul’s.
He
is
expected
to
arrive
formed
Church
in
Washington
on
the
County, Pa.
1-14.
Square, Lower Providence township, the
dent on Wednesday last. He was with bis family Thursday afternoon
following personal property of said de
evening of Feb. 16.
Geo. Schott and family spent Sun repairing tbe roof of a shedding
cedent, as follows:
this week, and there have been
Panic stricken because of the pres
NT ATE N O TIC E.
near his residence, and as it was of
day at Fruitville.
ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25:—
great doings in preparation for his ence of scarlet fever In the Institution,
Estate
of
William
Force,
late
of
the tools and other equipments in full
out of his reach, which necessi welcome.
Lower Providence township, Montgomery All
Tbe
reetory
adjoining
There is some politics doing just
thirty
students
of
the
Mercersbnrg
tated the use of a ladder, and while the church has been thoroughly (Pa.) academy broke the quarantine county, deceased. Letters testamentary of a wheelwright shop, and farming im
plements,
hay, corn, chickens, &e.
around tbe corners.
on the above estate having been granted
on the third round of the ladder, it papered and painted within and the
ON
SATURDAY,
FEBRUAHY 27:—
and
fled
in
a
body.
tbe
undersigned,
all
persons
indebted
to
The work of filling ice houses slipped. Mr. Smoyer, in his effort Woman’s Guild has been most ener
W ith the gas radiator turned on said estate are requested to make immedi A large variety of household goods, beds
to
save
himself,
his
foot
slipped
and
and
bedding,
and
kitchen
utensils, includ
ate
payment,
and
those
having
legal
was resumed Tuesday morning.
getic in arranging for tbe furnish
full, Frederick Vahey, forty years old,
he was thrown violently to tbe ing and other preparations. Dona and his wife, Marie, were found dead claims against tbe same to present them ing two ancient corner cupboards, and
two very old bureaus.
B. M. Barlow is painting tbe ground. The end of the ladder
without delay to
tions have been asked and met with from asphyxiation In their apartment
BENJAMIN WARREN FORCE,
Sale to commence at I o’clock, each day.
bouse be purchased some time ago. slipping under a board coveriog a a remarkable response. Last Sun
Providence
Square,
Pa
tn Jersey City, N. J.
Conditions by
drain,
turned
the
board
on
edge
JOHN
S.
SMITH,
Eagleville,
Pa.
W ednesday, F ebruary 3.
ASENATH S. KEEL, Executrix.
Mrs. Furman Brooks has re and the weight of the ladder almost day a letter was read from Mr.
Executors,
The United States senate agreed to Or their attorney, E. F. Slough, Norris L. H. Ingram, anct. John Smith, clerk.
turned home from the Pottstown severed the foot from the leg. As Barnes, in which he says in part:
town, Pa,
1-7.
“ I should like very much to write vote on the Brownsville bill Feb. 23.
it was, portions of the bones pro all
Hospital.
Ben L. Jones, one of the wealthiest
that is in ,my heart concerning
I7 1 R E TA X N O TIC E,
truded
from
the
leg
several
inches.
r
The members of the Perkiomen Val
Wm. Rogers is seriously afflicted
my hopes and expectations as I men in Georgia, while in a depressed
o t ic e .
It was a terrible accident. Dr. look forward to tbe work that awaits condition, shot himself through the
Mutual Fire Insurance Company ot
In the Court of Common Pleas o ley
with Bright’s disease.
Montgomery
County are hereby notified
Brown of Oaks and Drs. Anders me, and to have you read my letter head at Macon, death resulting in Montgomery
County, on January 18, 1909, that an assessment
was levied on JanuaryMr. Wm. Groff, of Pottstown, and Doran of Phoenixville used to the dear people of Saint Paul’s; stantly.
was presented to said Court tbe Petition 2,
1909, of $1.50 on each one thousand dol
of
Clara
Schlicher,
setting
forth
that
in
a
every
effort
to
get
the
bones
in
visited friends about here last
John Gilmer Speed, the author and deed by Jacob Hubler and wife to Abra lars for which they are insured to pay
I shall (D. V.) so soon be with
place and save amputation of the but
you all. after my letter is received, Journalist, committed suicide by shoot ham Longaker, dated November 24, 1818, losses sustained; Payments will be madft
week.
foot if possible. It required several I shall retain all until we are all to Ing himself In the head while In his recorded in D. B. No. 87, page Ifc5, con to the collector or to the Secretary a t his
A teachers’ local Institute will be set of stitches to get the mutilated
veying a tract of 5 acres of land m Lim office in Collegeville.
gether. I wish you would tell them, bedroom at the Phoenix house at erick
Fxtract from tbe Charter: If any mem
Township, there was a charge of
held in Sanatoga chapel, Friday and ankle in shape. We are sorry to however, how deeply I appreciate Mendham, N. J.
$100 as dower to M. Miller, widow of ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect
hear
of
his
misfortune,
as
Dory
Rev. John Footer Dfodd, until last Henry Longaker, tbe Interest to be paid to to pay his or her assessment within 40
their many expressions of goodwill
Saturday.
Smoyer is an all around man,a good and loviug interest, and that I am July general secretary of the Newark her annually and at her death the princi days after the publication of the same, 20
Miss Wagner and brother, of citizen.
pal agreeably to the laws of the Common per cent, of the assessment will he added
very sure tba.t our mutual desire to conference, and secretary of the Inte
wealth in such case provided, and that in thereto; and if payment be delayed for 50
Toronto, Canada, and Mr. and Mrs.
The Rev. Mr. McKee, pastor of help one another is nothing short of national Missionary society, of the a deed by Frederick Hubler to Jacob days longer, then his, her or their policy
Flemming and Edna Boyer, of Green Tree church, had a pleasant the evidence of the approval of our Methodist church, died at Phllllpsburg, Hubler, his son, dated October 24, 1821 shall have become suspended until pay
reoorded in D. B. No. 38, page 347, con ment shall have been made.
Pottstown, were entertained by A. visit from bis brother Walter, whom Heavenly Father.” It is expected N. J., aged seventy-two years.
The 40 days’ time for the payment of
veying 25 acres of land in Limerick Town
he had not met for five years. His the new rector will conduct all ser
P. Fritz and family on Sunday.
ship, subject to tbe payment of $75 to said tax will date from January 26, 1909.
1-21.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.
Frederick Hubler’s two heirs, John and
brother proposes to go to tbe State vices next Sunday, February 7. and
William March is on the sick list. of Washington.
Barbara, three months after the decease
will
administer
the
communion
at
Ed. Nagle and family, of BoyerJ h e Latest Closing Prices For Produce of Frederick Hubler.
AN1EL fit. A N D ER S,
That the Petitioner is tbe owner of said
Mr. and Mrs. William Harner and . the morning services.
town, spent Sunday with Mr. and
and Live 8tock.
premises, and that more than twenty-one
daughter, of Moot Clare, visited
Mrs. W. L. Gaugler.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm: years have elapsed since the respective
R eal E sta te B ought, Sold
Mr. Charles Hamer on Sunday.
winter extras, new, $3.75®4; winter deaths of the widow ot Henry Longaker
A Difficult Examination.
Le Roy Holt, of Philadelphia,
clear, $4.25@4.5fi; city , mills, fancy. and of Frederick Hubler, whereby the
and Exchanged.
Candidates
at
the
Royal
Veterinary
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Bevan of
visited here, Sunday.
principal sums became payable, and the,
college,
London,
must
pass
examina
^
R
y
U
FLOUR
steady,
at
$4.10@4.15
Phoenixville were visitors to Oaks
presumption ot payment has long since
Miss Ada Beao spent Saturday
tions in English grammar and composi per barrel.
arisen, and said charges have not been
WHEAT firm; No. 2 red, western adequately released of record, and that
and Sunday with her father, Sam on Sunday.,
tion, Latin, mathematics and either
for more than twenty-one years, no de
Mr. and Mrs, George Brown Sr. Greek, a modern language or logic $1.09® 1.09%.
uel Bean,, who was stricken by
CORN steady; No. 2 yellow, local, mand or payment has been made on ac
and Mrs. Dr. Brown and George (horse sense?). This from the Matric:
hemorrhages last Thursday.
INSU RA NC E E F F E C T E D .
count
of said charges. See Petition and
66%@67c.
,
„
*
K
Brown Jr. were in Philadelphia on "Find the center of gravity of a uni
OATS steady; No. 2 white, clipped. record of deeds for full facts.
Mrs. John Trumbauer is on the
%c ; lower grades, 54c.
Notice is hereby given to M. Miller,
Saturday.
form wire which is bent In such a way 66HAY
sick list.
steady; timothy, large bales widow of Henry Longaker and her per Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467,
We bear Samuel F. Jarrett is that it forms three sides of a square.” $15 per ton.
.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
sonal
representatives and to tbe heirs of
The Board of Supervisors met at on the sick list.
Once in, the candidate for V. S. has to
POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 13® Henry Longaker, and their legal repre
Longaker’s Limerick Centre hotel
cover chemistry, physics, biology, bota 14c • old roosters, 10c. Dressed firm: sentatives, and to John and Barbara
The temperature is so low that ny, histology, physiology, bacteriology, choice fowls, 14%c.; old roosters, 10c. Hubler, and their heirs and legal repre
oh Monday.
BUTTER firm; extra creamery. 33c. sentatives, and to all other persons inter
F . C . P O L E Y ,
politics, even though a Senator is to materia medica, toxicology, hygiene,
EGGS steady; selected, 40 @ 42c.; ested, to appear in said Court on Mon
be elected, hardly emits a flicker.
dietetics, clinical medicine, meat in nearby, 36c.; western, 36c.
L IM E R IC K SQ U A R E , P A .
day, March 1st, 1909, at 10 o’clock a. m.,
Soldier Balks Death Plot.
POTATOES steady, at 78@80c. per and answer tbe petition and show cause
John U. Fraopis Jr. has been spection and horseshoeing.—Horses, bushel.
Sweet
Potatoes
steady,
at
50
It M-emed to J . A. Stone, a civil war vetwhy
a
decree
of
satisfaction
should
not
be
DEA.LXB IN
Horsemen and Stable Management.
©60c. per basket.
cr,.n, ot Kemp, Tex., that a plot existed be drawn on the Grand Jury.
made.
CHAUNCEY
J.
BUCKLEY.
Sheriff.
tween & desperate lime trouble aDd tbe
STOVES,
RANGES,
and all kinds of
Miss Zorah Shull, Miss Maude
Live 8tock Markets.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., January
grave to cause bis death. **I contracted a
London on American Clothes.
Brower
and
Mr.
Arthur
Strouseof
PITTSBURG
(Union
Stock
Yards)—
20, 1909.
stubborn ■old,” be writes, “that developed
TIN, GRANITE, and ALUMINUM
Observes the London Chronicle: “In
* 1ou h that stuck to me, in spite of all Norristown, visited friends in Perki- London the man who demands respect CATTLE higher: choice, $6.40@6.65; Evans & Dettra, Attorneys for Petitioner.
1-28 4t.
prime, $6.1013)6.35.
WARE.
re -dies, for yea s My weight tan down omen on Sunday.’
has his clothes made for him. But no
SHEEP active and higher; pr m
to lxo pounds, 'then I began to use Dr.
Dolph Keyser aDd John Rad- New York man who Is not a millionaire wethers, $5.25®6.40; culls and com
T iis r s i^ iT P m s r o
K ilt's New Discovery, which restored my
mon, $2@3.50; lambs, $5@7.85; veal R AW FUKW W ANTED
beahh completely. I now weigh 178 cliff were put of town, Sunday.
of near it buys anything but store calves,
$8.50@9.
in
all its branches. Stoves remounted at
bounds ” For severe Colds, obstinate
to $2.10; muskrats, winter, 27c. to 30c.;
HOGS active and higher; prime 80c.
homes or in tbe shop. Car fare paid to
Couichs Hemorrhages, Asthma and to pre
Prof. Eisenberg treated bis many clothes. And the ready made clothes heavies,
opossums,
10c.
to
80c.
Highest
price
for
$7.35; mediums, $7.25; heavy all other kinds. Write and I will call.
persons purchasing new stoves or ranges.
vent Pneomoi.ia, It’s unrivaled. 50c. and bearers to a most interesting and are so standardized th at you have but
CELLAR HEATERS sold and placed and
*1.00, Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by J. entertaining lecture in tbe Green to confess your inches and you are Yorkers, $7.15®7.25; light Yorkers
CHAS. BEAN,
$6.80@7.1$;
pigs.
$5-60®$;
roughs
R. D. I, Collegeville, Pa. guaranteed to give satisfaction.
w. Culbert druggist, Collegeville, and by
12-17.
BSAoat.
Tree church on Saturday evening, clothed in America.”
M. T. Hunslcker, Iroubridge.
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY,

the room out into the rain again and
O V E R $ 4 4 ,0 0 0
G IFTED LUNATICS.
to the boathouse.
The frail little launch had been tak One Faculty Strongly Developed In
en from the house when the river be
Many Insane Persons.
gan to rise and moored alongside it.
was added by this company to savings
One of the most peculiar features of
Now the house was wholly Under wa
depositors
accounts in 1908.
insanity
is
that
occasionally
one
fac
ter, and Ralph was forced wo swim to
ulty,
either
sight,
hearing,,
smell,
taste
the boat, holding the searchlight as
By FRANK H. WILLIAMS.
or touch, Is extraordinarily acute. Cer
D o n ’t f o r g e t
well as he could.
C opyrighted, 1908, by Associated
tain Insane persons. Insensible to every
In
the
boat
he
started
first
the
light
L ite ra ry Press.
that this institution compounds its in
and then the engine and put out into other impression, have a pronounced
terest yearly on all savings accounts
the swollen stream. The. little craft taste for music and can repeat with
The Noble Horse
Ralph Curtis, sitting at the tele was sadly buffeted by the sticks and accuracy an air which they may have
and
phone, smiled as he listened to the the waves and time and again ship heard but once. Others have a recol
H
e
deserves
a
warm
and
iwords coming to him through the re ped water as Ralph sturdily headed lection of form and coloi and display
b e sid e s
strong 5A BlanketIt
an aptitude for drawing, while more
ceiver.
for the opposite shore.
will
protect
him
from
the
bit
allows 3 per cent, interest every day
frequently
one
may
meet
with
an
In
“I’m angry—very, very angry," said
The searchlight disclosed the #Wellter cold, give him comfort,
the money is on deposit.
a voice—a sweet, womanly, young man home with the w ater now a little mate of an asylum who has a special
keei him healthy.
Voice. “You never should have allowed above the second story. In the win memory for figures, dates, proper
your cattle to trespass on my grounds. dow stood the girl, waving her hands names and words generally.
5A blankets have a world
There is a case on record, for in
I don’t think I shall ever speak to you encouragingly.
wide reputation for strength
again.”
At length Ralph managed to catch stance, of an imbecile who at twentyand length of wear.
“But it really wasn’t my fault, hold of the window. Inside the room seven had such an extraordinary mem
Buy a 5A Bias Girth for the Stable I
ory
that
he
could
solve
the
most
diffi
Clare,” cried Ralph. “How was I to the girl stood nearly waist deep in the
Buy a 5A Square for the Street.
DeKalb and Main S ts .
cult
problems
in
arithmetic
and
alge
know th at my cattle were trespassing? water. .
-------- W e Sell Them —------ 1
All my men have been busy during the
“Quick!" cried Ralph. “Get into the bra and repeat word for word long
poems after once hearing them, in
day trying to save things from this boat!”
high water. I’m sure, dear, that if I’d
Silently the girl obeyed. Ju st as she another case a boy of fourteen, with a
known w hat the beasts were doing I’d was safely seated Ralph’s grasp was defective brain, who had the greatest
have shot them.”
broken. The w ater dashed them furi difficulty in learning to read, could, if Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
“Too late,” came the answer in rath ously away and then against the allowed two or three minutes to run
PAINTS, TOOLS, AND
er cold tones. “My garden is utterly house. Something snapped. With a over a page printed In a foreign lan
guage
or
treating
of
quedtlons
of
which
MILL SUPPLIES
ruined and guests coming tomorrow. muttered ejaculation Ralph looked to
his engine. Nothing seemed to be he was Ignorant, repeat the words from
amiss, and he threw the throttle for memory as correctly as if the book had N o . 2 0 5 B rid g e S t.,
ward. The engine raced terrifically, been lying before him.
I’H flE S IX V IL L E , PA .
Very curious was the case of an
and he quickly jerked the throttle
other man, a devout churchgoer, who Both ’Phones. J. p. 8TETLER, Manager.
back.
“The propeller shaft Is broken,” he could remember the day when every
announced in a voice that strove to person had been buried In the parish
be calm. “We’ll have to float down for thirty-five years and could repeat
with the current and try to land some with unvarying accuracy, the name
The undersiened will furnish and erect
and age of the deceased and mourners
where.”
1B KA I j BO IE*R R M and guarantee satis
against loss by death from disease or acci
T o Close Out W inter Goods.
a
t
the
funeral.
And
yet
be
was
a
com
The girl was startled, but also tried
faction Will also furnish and erect the
dent in the L O W E R P R O V I D E N C E
plete fool, and outside of the line of MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO. MEN’S OIL TAN SHOES, sewed, $2.00 F K E E D BOILEK K — excellent steam
to appear unconcerned.
Full amount of appraisement paid when loes
“That’s too bad,” she said, with a burials be had not one idea and could occurs.
ones, $1.68.
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
little catch in her voice. “I was never, not give an intelligent reply to a single
HIGH TOP RUSSET, $3.00 ones now ured by the 8team Fitters* Heater Company
I. Z. REINER, President.
question
or
even
be
trusted
to
feed
never going to talk to you again, but
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
himself.
$2.50. Men’s GUN METAL, all Bolid of Collegevi He. Windmills famished and
I suppose I’ll have to now.”
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
WM. H BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
$ 1 . 68 .
At
Earlswood
asylum,
England,
they
“Oh, I’ll not force you to!" growled
and all kinds of 8team Fitting and Plumb
A p p r a is e r s :
have
records
of
imbeciles
who
could
WOMEN’S Crocheted Slippers, 75c., now ing done at reasonable prices.
Ralph as be puttered over the ma
THEO.
DETWILER,
Eagleville;
H.
H
not
only
repeat
accurately
a
page
or
50 cents.
chine.
ROBISON. Collegevllle; W E. BEAN,
“Do you know,” went on the girl, “I more of any book which had been read Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 East WOMEN’S Kid Shoes, $1.50; Gus Metal
$1.65, $2.00.
think your horrid old cows are the years before, even though it was a Penn St., Norristown.
4-4.
C O L L E G E V IL L E . PA.
cause of all this? It was only after book they did not understand in the
they trampled over my garden that least, but also of an insane person who
the river came up. I know I can never could repeat backward what he had
H O LLA N D HOUSE.
Main S t , Norristown, Pa.
just read.
forgive them.”
Another
curious
case
Is
that
of
an
One of England’s Picturesque and His
“And incidentally never forgive me,
imbecile who, in the first place, never
toric Mansions.
I suppose,” mumbled the man.
The girl said nothing. Then sudden failed to go to church and who on
Pew
mansions
in or near London
ly she lifted up her feet with an ex reaching home could repeat the ser are more picturesque in their sur
mon
word
by
word,
saying,
“Here
the
pression of dismay.
roundings or more Interesting from
“Gracious, the boat’s full of water!” minister coughed; here he stopped to their associations with the past than
9
-ATshe cried. “I’m so wet, anyway, that blow his nose,” and so on.
In another case an imbecile knew Holland House. The domain in which
I didn’t notice it before.”
R
stands
Is
a
perfect
rus
in
urbe—a
“Yep,” replied the man shortly. the Bible so perfectly that if you asked green oasis in a wilderness of bricks
“She’s sprung a leak. We’ve got to him where such and such a verse was and mortar. When you pass from the
to be found he could tell without hes
make a landing, sure.”
noisy traffic of Kensington road and
BBADTTAIiI iT THET CAME INTO SHALLOWER
With the powerful searchlight, which itation and repeat the chapter.
WATER.
I
enter the great gates there Is a trans
All
these
instances
are
well
authenti
Don’t call me ‘dear* any more. After still burned undimmed, he swept the cated, and others equally amazing and formation scene. In a few paces Lon
this please call me Miss Wellman. T waters.
true could be added. And just as there don has disappeared, and you find
TRAPPE, PA.
“Look!” he cried. “If those aren’t is one sense which is sometimes wou- yourself all at once in the heart of the
shall never speak to you again. Goodcattle
I’ll
eat
my
hat!”
country.
You
might
be
in
the
forest
by.”
derfully acute in persons of weak in
Ahead of them the light revealed tellect, so in the case of biind people of Arden, a hundred miles from Pic
Ralph started to speak, but the party
a t the other end of the line had rung some three or four heads rising out of the sense of smell or hearing is often cadilly—lawns shaded by noble cedar COTTON AND WOOL FLANNELS, Out
in making your purchases at
the water and steadily moving from very keen.
off.
ing Flannel and Flannelettes in plain
trees, woodland glades, s green lane
FENTON’S STOKE. Years of i
the
center
of
the
stream.
“Hum,” he mused, scratching his
and fancy colors.
One of the most remarkable cases od with over arching boughs, and farther
experience
enables the proprietor
“They’re walking!" cried Ralph.
bead in perplexity. “She’ll never speak
record was that of Julia Brace, a fe on terraced walks, the stone balus
to know Just what to buy, how gg
UNDERWEAR,
the
warm
kind,
for
trades
and
the
formal
parterre
of
the
to me again, but I’m to call her Miss “They can take us ashore!”
to buy, and Bow to sell the thou *
He sprang to the steering wheel and male deaf and blind mute who could Dutch garden. The house itself has a
Ladies, Gents and Children.
Wellman hereafter. Rather inconsist
distinguish brothers and sisters by
sand
and more articles kept in
skillfully
maneuvered
the
boat
so
that
m
ent., to say the least. I wonder who
smell and who recognized anybody she long, irregular frontage, a fantastic
stock in a thoroughly equipped
her guests are. I wonder if the other it passed near the beasts. The girl bad met before by the same means.— medley of turrets, gables, arcades and BED BLANKETS and COMFORT
t* general
store.
ABLES.
oriel windows. The series of sitting
fellow— Well, well, maybe he is com saw his Intention, and as they passed Philadelphia Inquirer.
n
m
both
jumped,
landing
safe
on
the
rooms on the first floor are warm,
ing, but he’ll have to hurry If he ex
In DRY GOODS, GROCER §
FUR
MUFF
SETS
and
COLLARETTES
sturdy
animals.
pects to reach the Wellman home with
comfortable and homelike and filled
IES, DRIED FRUIT8, CANNED
A Rhymed Task Master.
real, genuine fur.
Almost undisturbed and unswayed
out getting his feet wet.”
with a priceless collection of family
GOODS, or in any department of
In the studio of an artist on Madi portraits and heirlooms. No wonder
Ralph thrust his hands deep into his by the rushing waters, the cattle
the big store on the corner you n
pockets and strolled to the window plowed steadily onward. Gradually son avenue there is a sign that would that Charles Fox was devoted to the FOR THE MEN AND BOYS; Heavy
will find what you want at the
seem
suited
for
almost
any
place
Gloves,
Sweaters,
Caps,
Corduroy
they
came
into
shallower
water,
and
overlooking the river which flowed be
place where he had passed a careless
right price.
tween his home and Miss Wellman’s. thankfully Ralph and the girl slid where there is work to do. Of course and happy boyhood and In his last ill
Pantaloons, Felt Boots, Snag-Proof
9
Through the gusty rain he could make from the beasts’ backs. Hand in hand it is exceptionally well adapted to \tbe ness drove over from Chiswick to
Rubber
Boots,
Freed
Bros.
liDe
of
,
Ready-made
Pantaloons
and
view once more the familiar scenes,
out the surging stream, swollen till it they struggled along now, faster than needs of dreaming artists. It reads:
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Shoes, the kind that wear and give i
Whene'er a task is put to you
the cattle. Ralph cast one last look
nearly reached the top of the banks.
which he regarded with a special ten
Boots and Shoes are among the
Don’t
idly
sit
and
view
it
satisfaction.
Dark, discolored, filled with branch back at the beasts and gasped.
derness and affection. Naturally bis
specialties.
Nor be content and wish it done—
'W hy, they’re mine!” he cried. That’s
memory
Is
cherished
here,
and
he
is
es of trees and other light material
Begin at once and do it.
HORSE BLANKETS for stable and
caught in its flood, the river raced sul Bess, and there’s Doll! Why, Clare
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
In this studio it was of course artis still to some extent the tutelary genius
street use.
dear, do you realize th at the cattle tically printed and framed. Within of the place. There is a statue of him
lenly onward like an unclean thing.
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
“It’s going to rise a lot more before you thought had caused it all have view of the motto every one was hard at the end of the avenue in the park; PLUSH LAP ROBES, a large assortment.
saved us?”
Gents* Famishing Goods in
it goes down,” he muttered.
a t work, and the man who sat nearest there Is a bust of him by Nollekens
variety.
“Oh!” cried the girl and turned to said it never gave him a moment's In the entrance hall; there is a charac OIL CLOTH and LINOLEUS, Bissell
From the river his glance sought the
Carpet Sweepers.
distant shore. Dimly he could discern him.
re st He could not look at an unfin teristic note In his handwriting on the
pale lights through the gloom.
“And look there!” cried Ralph, point ished job without seeing or hearing back of a miniature of Robespierre—an GROCERIES.
— °—
“Gee!” Ralph cried suddenly as he ing ahead. “See what they’ve brought the jingle of the rhyme.—New York scelerat. un lache, et un fon (a rascal,
realized how much the river had risen us to. See; that’s the Rev, Sturgis’ Press.
a coward and a fool—and there Is a FRESH B. W. FLOUR, Corn Meal, Mince
Meat. All kinds of Canned aad Dried
in the past hour. “If it comes up home on the road to your house, and
picture of him by Sir Joshua as a
much farther it will go hard with look there—he’s opening the door.
Fruits.
youth with two charming damsels,
Why He Didn’t Rise.
Clare over there.”
Look, look, dear, your father and
COLLEGEYILLE. PA.
It was married men’s night at the one of whom made a romantic mar GIVE US A CALL. Bell ’phone.
He strode to the telephone. As he mother are with him!”
revival meeting. “Let all you hus riage with an actor, while the other
placed the receiver to his ear he
The girl looked, and then, sobbing bands who have troubles on your refused the hand of a king and lived
caught a sharp crack and rending piteously, she threw her arms around minds stand up!” shouted the emotion to become the mother of the heroic
sound; then the wire went dead. He Ralph’s neck.
al preacher at the height of his spasm. Napiers. Almost every room has Its
was cut off from communication with
“Oh, dear, dear!” she cried. “I for
Instantly every man in the church tradition. In fact, wherever yon tread
the outside world and with Clare.
give your cows, I forgive you, and,” rose to his feet except one.
“a history is beneath your feet.”—
Again Ralph strode to the window. she added ungrammatically, but soul“Aha!” exclaimed the preacher, peer Blackwood’s.
As he looked down a t the angry water fully, as she clung to Ralph and he ing out at this lone sitter, who occu
it seemed to him that the river had held her close, “I’m never not going pied a chair near the door and apart
Very Different.
(Successor to John 8. Kepler,)
risen materially in the moment that he to speak to you again!"
It is never embarrassing In a novel
from the others. “You are the one in
had been at the phone.
for
a
rich
man
to
find
a
lot
of
poor
a million.”
The thought galvanized him into sud
What the Bridegroom Resents.
“It ain’t that,” piped back this one kin. There is always a vacancy In a
Established
1875.
den action. He jumped from the win
“Even the English language empha helplessly as the rest of the congrega bank, where the rich man finds a good
dow and tore out of the room Into the sizes the insignificance of a man at his tion turned to gaze suspiciously at position for the oldest son, who soon
pelting rain toward his automobilp own wedding,” said the prospective him. “I can’t get up. I’m paralyzed!” becomes the bank’s president An
T R A P P E . PA.
shed.
other child shows a genius for paint
bridegroom disconsolately.
“There
Here he quickly stripped his huge Isn’t an independent word to designate
ing, and the rich man sends him te
How Erastus Found Light.
car of its gigantic searchlight and gas him. He is merely called the groom of
Italy to study. In a month or two the
Toting
is
something
of
a
hazard
at
tank and with the apparatus rushed the bride, as if he were Just about on
child
returns a great artist. But how
back to the room. In a moment he had a level with the bridesmaids and a lit times if we do not happen to have the j different in real life! Ah, how vastly
the gas turned on, and a flood of light tle below the maid of honor. Best plain guidance of the old darky jani different!—Atchison Globe.
tor in Princeton. Erastus. being asked
poured through the lens.
man, of course, means the bride
AND
With care he raised the window and groom’s best man, but the phrase it- how he had voted, replied: “In the
She
Had
Often
8tudied
It.
maimin', sah, I was inclined to de Re
projected the light through the open »elf tends to exalt this Individual at
Little Marie had returned from her
publican cause, for they gave me $3.
ing toward the opposite shore. The the expense of his superior.
first
visit to Sunday school.
but
in
the
afternoon
de
Democrats
powerful light cleaved a way through
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
“Then there’s no adjective to de
“And what lesson are you to study an undertaker of many years’ experience,
the dark and rain, showing in outlines scribe what pertains to the male half gave me $2. So, sah, I voted de Dem
IN VARIETY.
for
next
Sunday?"
her
mother
asked.
and
shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
clear enough for his vision the oppo of the affair. Tou can’t speak of the ocrat ticket straight, because dey was
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
“Nuffin' much,” said the four-year- expectations of those who will entreat me to
de leas’ corrup’, sah—de leas’ corrup’,
site shore.
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
*bridegromal’ trousers or necktie. On
old rather scornfully. “Her Jest said serve them.
Ralph gasped at what he saw. The the other hand, ‘bridal’ applies not ■ah!”—Success Magazine.
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
t
#
Will
meet
trains
at
all
Stations
Or
to
learn
all
about
the
cataklsstn’,
and
water was at the second story of the only to the possessions of the girl, but
ders received by telephone or telegraph -2*) Weddings and Parties.
me
knowed
that
already.”
—
LlppinWellman home. He had not before to what relates to both of them equal
The Real Reason.
JOHN H. CUSTER,
cotf a.
realized how much lower the Well ly, like the trip and the bridal cham
“De po’ child died fum eatin' too
J21n.
COLLEGEVLLLE, PA.
man home was than his. Some one ber. The very words ‘matrimony’ and much watahmillion.”
We promptly obtain U, S. and Foreign
Like the Bee.
came to the window directly opposite “matrimonial’ are from the feminine
“Huh! Dar ain’t no slch-uh thing as
“T, sir,” said Mr. Dustin Stax, “am
the
home.
T, Curtis _
side only. ‘Patrimony* has nothing to too much watahmillion.”
like the busy bee. I have industrious
Dead Anim als Removed
“Well, den, dar wasn’t enoogh boy.” ly stored the good things of life.”
Ralph strained his eyes. Surely it | do with the nuptials. I t applies only
was Clare and alone. Where were the to wealth and signifies that a man’s —Puck.
“Yes. And anybody who tried to
FR EE OF CHARGE.
others? Then he remembered that part in the affair is to get out and
•top you was very likely to get stung.” ' 8end model, sketch or j) otp ol in ;entioi> ior i
Clare's father and mother had left that hustle for the cash.” —New York
It Had Bean Read.
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses apd
'freereport on patentability.
itentability. For
Forfi«<
free book, i
—Washington Star.
How to Secure
$1.00 for Dead Cows.
morning for town and had undoubted Times.
I
writH
“That old tightwad uncle of mine is
, Patents and TBftDE-MIRKS to
’Phone—Bell, Il-L.
ly been prevented from returning by
dead.”
Force of Habit.
the flood.
“Has his will been read yet?”
Merely Tentative.
Captain
of
Signalers—G—G—G,
what
Geo. W . Schweiker,
Ralph advanced to the window and
“Did you near what I called him?”—
“What is the baby’s name?"
the deuce does the fellow mean?
waved his arms reassuringly to the
“I t’s Mary now, but I suppose it will Cleveland Leader.
PttOVIOEVCE Ml (JAKE. PA.
There’s no word with three G’s run
girl. She responded. Quickly he turn be Mayme or Mae or Marie as soon as
ning.
Corporal—Beg
pardon,
sir,
but
ed off the lig h t Gathering up the ap she gets old enough to notice i t ”—Chi
Opposite U. S. Patent Office <
To be proud of learning is the great Signaler Higgins he stutters 1—London
t o i K Pesters Printed »*
paratus in his arms, he hurried from sago Tribune.
W A S H IN G T O N D. a
est ignorance.—Taylor.
Punch.
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Down the
River.

Norristown Trust Co.

Theff. H. Benj amin Co.

Insure Your Horses

MID - WINTER

SHOE SALE

J . H. BOLTON,
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W . P. FEHTOI, I

E. G. Brownback, Trappe.
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F R A N K W . SHALKOP,

Undertaker > Embalmer

T H E O LD S TAN D

a ln y .

Cboice Bread
C a k e s

k

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.

CLAMER’S GRIST MILL,

0

6©
CO*

Collegeville, Penna., ■

O

Do the BEST CHOPPING and is the BEST PLACE to get the BEST PEED, such as
■Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats
f^ed tor plenty of milk, etc., etc.,

*

o

0

p

c+

A T T H E L O W E S T CA SH P R IC E .

4

F . J. CLAM ER.

►iJ

EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

o
o
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“It’s Ju st Like This!”

CO

When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

o

O

M j

No more trouble with your
SOFT HAT losing its shape

“ It’s Just Like This!”

when you get caught in a rain
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
CRAVENETTE
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under storm.
proper conditions they last for generations.
HATS are rain and weather

“ It’s Just Like T h is!”

proof—just like a raincoat.
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water They look just like any other
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good Soft Hat, but are 'rendered
material and workmanship.
weather-proof by the famous

"It’s Just Like This!”

When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send cravenetting process and will
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put give double the wear an ordin
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
ary Soft Hat will.

GEO. F. CLAMER,

C O LL EG EV IL LE , PA,
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§
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Be careful cot to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had
a chance to estimate on your wants. We
are certain to give you entire satisfaction
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
We may save you a dollar or two. also.
Come and see us.

8
i

I am fully equipped at my New t t
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third *
mile South of Perklomen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and in
vite new ones to give me a trial. *
All work guaranteed.
m
Carriages and Business
Wagons Built to Order
at Right Priees.
Now ready for Spring Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber T rlng 1
done in the. shop Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keystone
’Phone.
R. H. GRATER,
m
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

i

8
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8
8

Collegeville Livery
and Boarding Stable

Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa.
Good teams furnished promptly a t rea
sonable prices. Moving and heavy haul
ing done.

H I M TOST JR ,

Mauler.

H. B« BRAHDT, * Proprietor. When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE

FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

(Opposite Court House).
---- oOo----

i-g T " First-class Accommodations for Uao
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable
Both English and Gerlnan spoken.

P. K. G able, Proprietor.
w w w

MADE TO ORDER..
.FJjlI »tock of harness supplies, saddles,
ondles, boots, blankets for summer and
dI?,,/’ 8t»hle brooms, combs, brushes, Ac.
s^AIRING 0F HARNESS a specialty.
Also choice grade cigars. Special atten
tion to box trade.

w.

E JOHNSON,

PROVIDENCE 8QUARE, PA

You’ll find them,

we believe, better than you’ve
been

buying.

Prices

$10,

$12.50, $15, and upwards to
$25.

R. M . R O O T ,
*421 H i g h S t r e e t ,

n o t g o in g to b it e , a b b y o u ?”

Carlisle. “You know, 1 believe you
ean think yourself into such things.
I’ll never give It another thought.”
And he laughed' hts merriest laugh.
Before leaving the house Carlisle
SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
looked around to see if,he could catch
MAKING CHANGE8 IN YOUR
a second glance of the doctor’s daugh
ter, but evidently she had gone up
HOU8EFURNISHINGS.
stairs.
Tbe first thing to decide, is t
That night in bis room Carlisle
“ Where will 1 purchase ?” thought very little about his bandaged
hand, but somehow as he sat smok
Before making your choice. It will be to ing his cigar and trying to read the
your advantage to call and examine stock evening paper a girl’s face constantly
and secure prices at
appeared before him.
He did not think he was in danger
of hydrophobia, but he did think he
wanted to see that girl again. But
how to do it? W hat excuse had he to
Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW offer? In the morning the hand was
GOODS.
practically well, but Carlisle had his
man tie it in clean bandages, and in
A FULL LINE of all grades of
stead of scowling at the pain he ac
tually smiled during the process.
An hour later found him In the doc
tor’s offlce.
“My dear fellow, the band Is perfect
ly healed—It was nothing but a
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin scratch.” The doctor looked over the
oleums.
rim of his glasses In amazement.
“Think I needn’t come again, then,
Picture Frames made to order.
do you?” inquired Carlisle.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
“Certainly n o t” assured the doctor.
“Your daughter—er—she never helps
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
you In the offlce, does she?” stammer
ed Carlisle.
“Heavens, no!” declared the doctor.
“I don’t think she’s even In the
house.”
Carlisle’s face had lost a great deal
of Its animation when he walked down
the stoop. His ruse had failed. He
did not grudge the $5 he had paid the
doctor. He would willingly pay five
times that amount to see the girl
again. But how?
A week later Mrs. Scott-Burden gave
a small dinner, and Carlisle was
among the last guests to arriVe. In
the dressing room he met Billy BrewBter.
Orders entrusted to my charge will rerct
“Have you set your lamps on the
the most careful and painstaking attention.
Standing girl, Carlisle?” asked Billy.
“Talk about your peaches!” he con
tinued. “She’s just out—the daughter
COLLEGTEYILLE. ' A of old Dr. Standing, you know, the
old fellow th at”—
’Phonb No. 18.
He got no further. Carlisle walked
up to him and took him by the shoul
JSP’The I ndependent’s eight pagus der.
"Is that girl here tonight?" he de
contain local and general news,agri
cultural notes, short stories and manded.
“She certainly is,” assured -Billy,
interesting miscellaneous reading searching Carlisle’s face to make sure
matter. A copy every week for 52 he was entirely harmless. “But w h af s
that to you?” he added.
weeks, $1.00.

The Collegeville Furniture Store

R A M B O H O U S E , Furniture and Housefurn
and Beast.

THE BEST HARNESS

CLOTHES.

- FURNITURE -

G-ranite W o r k s .

Ave., Royersford, Pa.

Nowhere can you get better

ASKED DUCT.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

W alnut Street and Seventh

Reasonably Priced.

-“ t o u ’b h

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,

—AND—

Men’s Clothes

PO TT STO W N . PA.

W.H. GRISTOCK’S SONS

MARBLE MS-

Carlisle Anderson pushed his way
through tbe crowd and picked up the
dog. The little creature had been run
over by a passing automobile, and a
crowd bad gathered, but no one bad
offered to help the animal In Its suf
fering. Carlisle was very big, and the
onlookers seemed to give way to him
without argument. One man suggest
ed that the dog might bite.
“Poor little brute!” mused Carlisle as
be started to tbe corner drug store
with the dog in bis arms. A clerk tel
ephoned for tbe animal ambulance,
and Carlisle still patted tbe dog.
Tbe frightened animal looked up at
him and, failing to recognize the
friendly face, snapped at him. Car
lisle drew back quickly, but not until
the dog had bitten his hand. A cry
made him turn quickly.
"Did he bite you?” asked a tall girl
who bad been buying some drugs at
tbe counter.
“Yes, a bit of a scratch,” acknowl
edged Carlisle. “I t doesn’t amount to
much.” But at the same time he
mopped the blood from the hand.
“Won’t you come around the corner
with me to father?” pleaded the girl.
"You see, father’s a doctor, and he
will cauterize the wound for you.”
Before he knew It Carlisle was walk
ing beside the girl, and together they
entered the handsome residence of Dr.
Theodore Standing.
“This doesn’t amount to anything,
sir,” assured Dr. Standing.
"Oh, I don’t think the little beast
hm given me hydrophobia.” replied

n
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THE ENTERPRISE

By JEI.'NIE LUDLUM LEE.
Copyrighted, 1908, by the Associated
Literary Press.
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Our excellent equipment and obliging employes enable us to supply your needs
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John L Bechtel,

“Help me to bind up this hand, will
you?” asked Carlisle, ignoring the
question.
“Well, I’ll be hanged! What’s the
m atter with you, anyway?” said Billy.
“A dog bit me,” Informed Carlisle
as the task was completed and they Edward Thatch, Who Was Known
started for the drawing room.
as the Blackbeard Pirate.
Mrs. Scott-Burden gave delightful
dinners, and this one was no excep
tion. Carlisle Anderson was seated HIS B A T T LE WITH MAYNARD.
beside the “peachy Standing girl.”
Billy Brewster leaned over toward his
hostess.
After the Hand to Hand Conflict the
“Did you ever hear th at Carlisle An
Desperado's Head Hung at the Bow
derson had flighty spells?” he asked
sprit End of the Lieutenant’s Sloop
with some concern.
as She Sailed Back to Virginia.
“All men do a t times,” answered
Mrs. Scott-Burden. “At present he
It is almost 200 years since Edward
seems to be soaring with Lucy Stand Thatch, better known as the pirate
ing. But why do you ask?”
Blackbeard. was a name with which
“He did such a queer thing tonight • to terrorize the Atlantic coast of the
about th at perfectly good left hand of • then new country of America. As a
his.” Then, directing his conversa ; buccaneer whose deeds of desperate
tion to Carlisle, he sung out, “How’s ; daring made him feared wherever his
{ name was known be stands a close
your hand, old man?”
“Better, thanks, better,” Carlisle an ' rival of tbe famous Captain -Kidd, if
swered shortly and turned Immediate Indeed in some respects he did not sur; pass that notorious freebooter.
ly to Miss Standing.
Tbe date of Thatcl)’s birth is lost in
“Do you believe In this new thought
fad. Miss Standing,” asked Carlisle— | history, and bis native place Is vari“all this rot about thinking yourself i ously gtveu as Bristol and Jamaica.
Into a lot of things and oat of a lot I He first appears as a foremast hand to
| Major Stede Bonnet- a gentleman of
more?”
“Don’t be silly, Mr. Anderson,” be ; Barbados, who, although a man of
gan Lncy In soothing tones. “You ' property aud having small knowledge
won’t have hydrophobia; th at little f of the sea. thought proper to tit nut a
sloop and take Ut a life ol piracy, the
dog only scratched you.”
“I’m not thinking about hydropho ! explanation of his being “a iitrle disbia. It’s an entirely different kind of ( tra d e d ” being charitably given by one
| biographer
However that may Ins
disease.”
i bis crew missed in the major the qlial“Incurable?” Inquired Lucy.
“Can’t say, never having had It be ; ities of a successful commander They
! deposed him and elected Thatch in his
fore,” said Carlisle as he laughed.
j place. Bonnet was tried aud executed
“Is It catching?” persisted Lucy.
“Can’t say as to that either, but I In 1711
I Thatch's first independent exploit of
hope so,”' announced Carlisle.
Lucy laughed, and the other guests which we have a detailed aceount took
wanted to know what the joke was. j place In June. 1718. when he captured
“We were just discussing the new i two French ships near the Bermudas.
thought movement,” Interrupted Car ’ one laden with sugar, the other empty.
lisle, in fear of Lucy telling the truth. - Transferring to the latter the crew of
Later In the evening Carlisle and the laden vessel and letting them go
Lucy found themselves alone In a cozy their way. he sailed with his prize of
! vessel and sugar for Bathtown. N. C..
nook in the library.
“Do you feel better?” asked Lucy as with the governor of which place.
•he poked her tiny feet close to the Charles Eden, he had previously ar! rived at a pleasant understanding
burning coals.
Thatch gave out that he had found
“Nope—getting worse every minute,”
announced Carlisle cheerfully as be the French ship deserted Governor
! Eden received sixty hogsheads of sugar
pulled his chair a bit closer.
“You’re not going to bite, are you?” as his share. Tobias Knight, his seeasked Lucy, turning her head to a | retary, took twenty, and the remain; der fell to Thatch and his crew.
most tantalizing angle.
“This bandage of mine Is getting Thatch lingered there for some
very loose,” began Carlisle. “Would months, plundering and insulting the
you mind tying It up tighter for me?” , merchants of the pla<-e. These, under
Lucy drew the knot in the large standing at length the futility of ex
handkerchief a bit tighter, and as she pecting redress from Eden, applied to
touched the hand her face flushed. She the governor of Virginia to rid them
glanced up into Carlisle’s face and of the pest.
The governor, after consultation
blushed again.
“Funny about that hand of yours,” with the captains of the Pearl and
Lucy announced. “Father told me It Lime, then lying in the James river,
was nothing but a scratch, and here agreed to provide two sloops, the waryou are nursing It for a week. Men j ships to furnish a complement of
are such babies. They think they are j men. Lieutenant Maynard of the
| Pearl was placed in command ar-J
sick when really”—
“I am sick—In my heart.” satd Car the punitive expedition sailed on Nov
17, 1718 On the 21st the pirates were
lisle in a low voice.
sighted in an inlet about sixty miles
“Mr. Carlisle 1”
“W hat’s th at these new thought peo from Bathtown. and Maynard anchor
ple keep saying, ‘As a man thinketh, ed for the night.
On the following morning Thatch,
so In his heart Is he?’ And Miss Stand
ing—Lucy—I can think of nothing but maneuvering to elude attack, ran his
you. It’s a new thought all right, and vessel aground, but Maynard’s sloop,
it’s the best thought I ever had in my drawing more water, though she bad
life. This hand with Its hydrophobia no guns on board, failed to get to
symptoms” (here he ripped off the close quarters. The lieutenant, how
improvised bandage) “was used to stir ever, threw out his ballast and In an
up your sympathy. I kept thinking swer to a truculent defiance from
about that and decided It was not your Thatch promised to be “soon aboard
sympathy, but you love, that I want him with his sloop ” Coming at last
within close range, a broadside from
ed.” .
“You want me,” echoed - Lucy slowly, the pirate killed or wounded twenty
of Maynard’s crew and nine on board
as if in great wonderment.
“As I never wanted anything In my his consort.
Maynard now ran alongside the pi
life,” he affirmed. “Let me prove it
rate, when, under cover of a discharge
to you, little girl, won’t you?”
Footsteps were heard coming up the of grenades. Thatch and fourteen fol
hall. There was no mistaking Car lowers boarded the king’s ship May
nard and Thatch, pistol and sword In
lisle’s earnestness as he continued:
“At least don’t say ‘No’ to me. Let hand, engaged in a desperate persona*
me come and see yon and maybe in encounter. The lieutenant’s sword
broke, and more than once he narrow
time”—
But at
The curtains parted, and Mrs. Scott- ly escaped a fatal injury
Burden entered to hear Lucy reply in last Thatch, having received sixteen
a somewhat shaky voice:
wounds, fell dead In the act of cock
His followers Jumped
“Well, you had better come around ing a pistol
and see father—you know, he’s the overboard and cried for quarter May
nard bung Thatch's head at the bow
doctor.”
sprit end. sailed for Bathtown. whereFrench Peas Made In America.
he seized the governor’s storehouse,
A bright little housekeeper who does and then, still with his grisly sign
her own cooking was asked by a neigh of triumph swinging In the wind, re
bor who happened to be her guest how joined his ship In Virginia, where thir
she could afford to have such delicious teen of the captured pirates were
French peas so often when they were hanged.
so expensive.
One of the Blackbeard’s crew who
“I’M tell you my secret,” said the obtained pardon was Israel Hands,
hostess, “and that Is that they aren’t who makes his appearance In "Treas
French peas at all. They are jnst the ure Island ” Shortly before Thatch
common American canned variety. met his death Hands had been lamed
But to give them the delicate French for life by a pistol shot In the knee
taste you must put about a teaspoon fired by Thatch from under the cabin
ful of sugar with them while they are table, at which he. with Hands and
cooking, after you have seasoned' them others,, was carousing, just to remind
with the usual amount of salt, pepper his crew in general “who he was.”
and butter-. Don’t make the mistake Such an act was only one of the many
of using too much sugar, though. A eccentric brutalities of Thatch's ca
level spoonful to a can of peas Is suf reer.
ficient. A rather celebrated chef told
When he felt himself In the vein or
my mother that long ago.
was going Into action his appearance
“He must have been a descendant of was somewhat startling—his bushy
one of those devoted chefs of th e .‘ter black beard tied up with ribbons, tbe
ror’ In France, when a cook was ex ends of which were thrown over his
pected to make an entree out of a ears; a fur cap op his head with a
slipper If nothing else offered.
lighted match on either side, and three
“He had a way of making Indiffer brace of pistols slung across his shoul
ent coffee taste delicions, too, that I der. Of the usual condition of himself
follow, and bless his memory for It. and his crew much may be gathered
That Is to pour the ground coffee Into from the fact that “our company
a tin, place this over the fire and wait somewhat sober” was a *ti»*umstane»
till a rich aroma arises, but don’t let deemed worthy of note. to the diary
there be any suspicion of burning. found after bis death —London Globe
Then make your coffee In any one of
the hundred correct ways you happen
Not Yet.
to have been taught and observe the
“Do you desire a room with a bath?"
Improvement.”—New York Post.
asked the affable clerk.
“Gee whiz, no!” replied the gentle
Bostonese Idiom.
man with the canvas telescope. "This
Mrs. Putton-Ayres—Walter, you may Is only Tuesday,, ain’t it?” —Chicago
bring me a culinary mosaic, slightly Record-Herald.
umberated. W aiter (at the slide)—
| Hash, and have It brown.—Boston
Children have more need of models
I Transcrlnt.
than nf critics.—Joubert.
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS.

The Independent.
PU B L IS H E D EVERY THURSDAY.
COLLEGE VILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA.
E. S. M oser, E ditor a n d P ro p rie to r.

Thursday, February 4, 1909.
Congressman I. P. Wanger will please
accept the editor’s thanks for a copy of the
special message from the President of the
United States transmitting a report of the
National Conservation Commission.

F rom the Pboenixville Republican : “Sen
ator Knox will probably bave more influence
in suggesting names for cabinet places than
be will in dictating his own successor.”

THREE ARRESTED
FOR MURDER

T he death of a useful man or woman is a
loss to any community. The recent demise of Neighbors of Sliln Fanner
Walter H. Cooke* of Norristown, deprives
Clurgad With Grime.
the county seat of the influence and service
of a clear-minded and exemplary citizen—one
whose activities were always intended along
HIVE
CONFESSED
right lines in private and public life. As the TWO
directing head of Charity Hospital Mr. Cooke
performed well bis part and was ever keenly 0 m Stood Attard With Shotgun While
alert with relation to all m atters pertaining to
Two Other* Enters* the House to
Rob Hallman, and Shot Him Down
the progress and usefulness of that worthy
at Bedside of Sick Wife—Suspected
institution.
of Other Crime*.

A ll that is needed to encourage Congress
to waste millions of dollars in the construc
tion of additional warships is to atttract the
special attention of the public to the “yellow
terrror” and start a fool war cry!
Mrs. J osephine Wells, who had re
fused for several years to allow a physician
to prescribe for" her, being, it is claimed, a
faith curist, died in St. Louis, and a physician
reported to the Coroner that she had hyper
trophied heart, tubercular lungs, eirrohsis of
the liver, peritonitis, gangrene of the pan
creas, nephritic kidneys and gastritis. Some
of the diseases had existed for years.
J ust before Elihu Root entered the
Roosevelt Cabinet as Secretary of State,1says
the Hartford Courant, a friend wrote to him:
“ Why.not wait three years and get the sub
stance instead of taking the shadow now?”
Mr. Root wrote back; “I have always
thought that the opportunity to do something
worth doing was the substance and the trying
to get something was the shadow.”
To every boy in Iowa, who will make a
pledge to use neither tobacco nor liquor,
Samuel Saucerman, a wealthy Des Moines
resident, will give $1, a cent a day for three
years', and another dollar at the end of the
three years. At the same time he urges the
boys who accept his proposition to save the
nickels and dimes they would otherwise have
spent for tobacco and alcoholic drink, and
put them with their account. He has figured
out that if the boys will do this none will ar
rive at the age of 21 years without having
enough to take them through college or give
them a good start in life.
T he American Provisional Government
of Cuba came to an end last Thursday when
General Jose Miguel Gomez was iuaugurated
President of the restored Cuban Republic.
Within an hour after he had taken the solemn
oath of office, administered by the Chief Ju s
tice of the Supreme Court, the American
officials who had been in control of affairs
since the autumn of 1906 had departed from
the island on battleship and army transport.
The eyes of the world are now upon the
Cubans. Will they exhibit sufficient capacity
for self-government? I t is to be hoped so, at
least.
Without amendment the Senate on Mon
day passed the House bill making February
12, 1909, the one hundredth anniversary of
the birth of Abraham Lincoln, a legal holiday
and recommending its celebration throughout
the United States, for which purpose the
President is authorized to issue a special
proclamation. The bill also declares that as
a part of a national memorial to Lincoln there
may be built a highway from Washington to
the battlefield of Gettysburg, Pa., to be
known as the “Lincoln Way.” An appropri
ation of $50,000 is made for a survey of plans
and estimates for such highway.
Time was when it was noised about over
the land that the horse would be driven out
of existence by the locomotive, but the useful
animal kept on multiplying in numbers. In
more recent years it was widely predicted
that trolley cars and automobiles would
largely decrease the number of horses. And
now comes the report of the Department of
Agriculture containing the statement that in
11 years the number of horses in this country
has increased from under fourteen to more
than twenty millions, the aggregate farm
value of them has advanced from less than
half a billion to very nearly two billions, and
the average value of the animal has advanced
nearly three-fold, from $34.26 in 1898 to
$95.64 in 1909. All of which is to be accepted
as convincing evidence that the horse is here
to stay—in usefulness and value.

T he Educational Bill that is to receive
the consideration of the House and Senate at
H arrisburg is both voluminous and revolu
tionary. The editor refrains from passing
judgment upon the more important features
of the measure until he has had an opportuniy to become familiarized with its pro
visions. In the meantime, however, it is id
place to note that legislation affecting the im
portant matter of public education should be
intelligently and very carefully weighed and
analyzed. I t will be worth while for the law
makers to authorize the adoption of much
more uniformity than at present exists in de
termining the character of courses of studies
in our public schools, to direct by legislative
enactment those who will officer the Bureau
of Education from time to time to insist upon
uniform standards or tests as to the educa
tional qualifications of teachers in the various
grades of study, and to encourage prospecti ve
teachers to fit themselves accordingly at
places most convenient and least expensive..
I t is the business of the State to demand
thoroughness on the part of public school
teachers, but it is not the business or the
right of the State to foster educational mon
opolies. One of the more important sections
of the bill provides for the teaching of agri
culture in the public schools of rural com
munities, and this section is to be heartily
approved as a wise move in the right direction.
When the Republican Legislature^,of
Oregon elected a Democrat to the Senate be
cause he was the best man and the people
wanted him, they performed a forceful actiin
behalf of good government. The people of
Pennsylvania, the great multitude of citizens
who thoughtfully weigh public men dnd
measures from the standpoint of enlightened
government, will not go so far as to demand
or expect the Pennsylvania Legislature to
elect a Democrat to succeed Senator Knox
as U. S. Senator. Nevertheless, the people
have abundant reason to demand, if not to ex
pect, that the Republicans of the Legislature
shall rise to their full dignity as representa
tives of the people and choose a Senator who
has the intellectual capacity and grasp to ap
proximate by bis efforts the statesmanship
and other notable qualities of Senator Knox.
The great State of Pennsylvania is obviously
entitled to the service of United States Sena
tors of the first-class; not mere millionaires
and scheming politicians. The Republican
legislators at Harrisburgwill have the golden
opportunities of their lives—not to smash the
Penrose organization, but to compel that o r
ganization to act wisely and well in the selec
tion of a fitting successor to Senator Knox.
The Republican representatives from the
rural districts, have within themselves the
political power to make a shining record for
themselves and their State. Will they have
the nerve and stamina, as men, to make such
a record ?
F rom the Providence Tribune: The net loss last
year to the nation ’s pension roll of only about fifteen
thousand suggests that, while the veterans are rapidly
passing away, the pensioners are not.

J. F ranklin A dams, F R. A. S., has uodertjaken
the gigantic task of. counting the stars and'of assigning
to each its proper magnitude. The counting will ,be
done from photographs, and plates covering the whole
of the Southern.hemisphere have been secured. These
number some 200, and eacij is 15 inches square and re
cords the image* of from 20,000 to 200,000 stars. To,
facilitate the counting the plates will be moved herpss
a graduated grating in a field of a microscope, so that
the stars may be counted in strips.

Annual Clearance Sale
----- OF-----

M ostly odd pairs, remaining from our great curtain
business of the season. 563 curtains with the
prices almost in half.
Curtains that were 75c.
now
50c.
“
“
$1.25
“
75c.
“
“
“
$2.00
“
$1.25
And so on to the $10 kind which are now $6.25.
Prices don’t indicate the artistic excellence of
these goods and the big values in them. Come in
and look them over and see them right in the
height of the season.
Ask to see the Bundhar Border Rugs, worth
$2.50 for 95c. See the prices in the great reduc
tion sale in the large size rugs.

Lancaster, Pa., Fob. S.—Walter As
ton, Paul Fora wait and Benjamin As
ton, all residing.In the neighborhood
where the crime was committed, were
arrested for the murder of aged Alfred
Hallinan, whe on Sunday night was
shot down by masked robber* whils
at the bedside ef his sick wife at his
horn* in Psquea township. Fornwalt
was eaught in this city, where h* hac
corns, it is bsllsvdd, to eecaps the
Astons, as they had threatened te
shoot him if he told. Before he had
been taken to the police station Walter
Aston turned up at that place te in
quire if Fornwalt had been arrested
and was held there. Benjamin Aston
was arrested at his home in Peques
N Q Q Q 1 S T O W N . PA
township and brought to jail here.
Fornwalt told all about the murder
after his arrest. He said the two As
tons had persuaded him to go along to
do the job, but he had no idea there
QE^Fall and Winter HATS
was to he any shooting. They were
to rob Hallman. Waltor Aston entered
AND CARS.
the house first, and while ho (Forn
NOBBY CAPS in all colors—Golf, Yacht and Eaton Styleswalt) was in the door W alter began
25 and 50 Cents.
shooting. They then ran away. Ben
Aston, ho snld, had stood guard outside
with a shotgun.
W alter Aston, when confronted with
the confession of Fornwalt, denied be
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats. A11 first-class stores
ing there, but was vary nervous and
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
mixed in his story.
Told of Other Crimes.
Ben Aston a t first denied all con
nection with the crime, but said he
33 3. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
knew W alter and Fornwalt had gone 10-11.
from his house to do i t Later he
broke down under severe questioning,
HEN YOU WANT TO BUY
admitted he had been with the other
OR SELL REAL ESTATE
two and had stood outside while the
it
is
an
easy matter to inquire of us and
others went in, and corroborated Fornwe will certainly be pleased to give your
walt’s story in every important fea
Is the foundation of success and suc inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
ture. He also told -of other crimes
succeed in doing business with you the
cess makes for contentment. } The loss isours, not yours.
th a t had been committed In the neigh
borhood, and connected his cousin,
BROWN, 'CLOUD & JOHNSON,
smallest measure of success is always
W alter, with the murder, as well as
39 E. Main Street,
preferable to no success, and a small
another man, whose arrest will likely
Norristown, Pa.
follow.
beginning
The two Astons have, bad reputa--.
tlons in the neighborhood and the law
The Net
abiding citizens feared them. W alter IN S-A.'VXISTOS
Is a young -man, while Ben, his cousin,
Difference
Is one step in a safe direction,
is married and has two half-grown
children. Young Fornwalt says his
Between what you earn and what
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De
home Is a t Middletown, Pa.
you spend is POWER. Are you accu
posits.
Fornwalt told the officers th at after
mulating this kind of Power! An ac
the shooting W alter Aston had given
count in our Savings Department will
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts
him the pistol he had used, and he had
be a constant incentive for you to dsat the
taken it home and put It on the waff
, posit each weak or month the differ
In the barn. It was recovered there by
ence between your income and your
the officers. In hlB confession Forn
actual expenses.
walt told of a number of persons who
In a year’s time you will be con
had met them as they were running
away from the place of the crime, and
vinced
of the value of savings, and tbe
Patronage solicited and appreciated.
evidence will be worked up to cor
POWER
OP A BANK ACCOUNT.
roborate Fornwalt’s story.
Courteous treatment to all and
TRY IT.
painstaking care in giving patrons
P E N N G E T S $100,000
the best service.

SSrendlinger’s.

Soft and Stiff H ats, Latest Styles to$$ 3 o o

Tracey, : the Hatter,

To Establish Fellowships In Law In
Memory of F. B. Qowen.
Philadelphia, Feb. 3.—At a meeting
of the trustees of the University of
Pennsylvania here Mrs. Esther Gowen
Hood gave the university $100,000 to
establish graduate fellowships in the
law department of the university as a
memorial to her father, the late
Franklin B. GoWen, formerly president
of the Reading Railway company.

T H R IF T
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Heavy Plated. Silverware
at Reduced Prices.

Penn Trust Co.

T h e C o m p a n y t h a t p a y s 3 p er
Following our usual after-Christmas
policy of curtailing our stock of Silver
e e n t. i n t e r e s t Tor e v e r y d a y
ware preparatory to the new Spring lines
t h e m o n e y is o n d e p o s it.
coming in, we have made liberal reduc
tions on our heavy plated silverware—
the famous Rogers “ 1847" ware that lasts
N O R R IS T O W N , P A .
a life-time. The designs are new and in
fact in any piece you select you’re getting
CUBANS IN S Q U A B B LE
a real bargain.
It might be well to look ahead to Spring
Conservatives Are Dlesatiefied With
weddings and get the gift NOW for less
Their Share of Patronage.
C o lle g e v ille , P a.
Havana, Feb. S.—The displacement cost. Included in the special sale are
of employes of the previous govern Teaspoons, Desert Spoons, and Table
First - Class Bread,
ment continues, with the result, it is Spoons, as well as a great many odd
alleged, that the customs service has pieces in Silver table ware.
Cakes, Pies,
H T Beautiful Gilts for All Occasions.
been crippled. Previous to his inaugu
ration President Gomez promised the
Candies, Etc.
Conservatives th at they would retain
J
.
D
.
S
A
L
L
A
D
E
,
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
one-third of the government employes,
JEWELER,
thankful to the public for patronage re
but this promise, they charge, has been
violated.
16 E. Main Street,
ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
tbe same.
N O R R IS T U W N .
T R A P P E D IN DOOR
C H A R L E S H l'H N T .
Opposite Public Square.
Bank Employe Robbed of $1403 by
Pickpockets.
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.—William John
son, an employe of a local bank, was
caught In a compartment of a revolv
ing door and was robbed Of $1403 by
pickpockets!

K uhnt’s Bakery,

Teddy, Jh, at the Loom.
Wlnsted, Conn., Feb. 3.—Theodore
Roosevelt, Jr., who- started at the foot
of the ladder in Thompson vilMi a few
months ago to learn carpet making,
has been advanced to the loom, where,
under the instruction of Ted Connors
he is "making good."

Automobile Painting
and Repairing |

AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF
. CARRIAGES for sale a t reasonable prices, including one new surrey.
NEW PIANOS of best makes from $160
upward. Pianos for rent.

New Explosive Shatters Armor.
HENRY YOST, JR , Collegeville, Pa.
Rome, Feb. 3.—A new and powerful
T he development of the uses of radium at the Paris explosive, called gerite, was tested at
Radium Institute is attracting wide attention. The Genoa with extraordinary resul s. It jpiljl.L. STOCK OF
institute reports 64 cures of surface caocer out of >68 shattered steel armor plate an inch
cases treated
Hundreds of cures have been made of thick, which an equal quantity of dy
cutaneous affections, including tumors, some of great namite had been unable to bend. size. Thousands of birthmarks and Scars bave been
Latest styles, lowest .prices. Ladies’ No
Fatal Accident In Cemetery,tions are being closea out a t greatly re
removed and remarkable cures of chronic rheumatism,
Akron, O Feb. 3.—One man was duced prices.
eczema and tuberculosis have been recorded. It is ex killed and four others nearly smother
pected that during the present year the laboratory will ed by a cave-in at Clendale ceme e-y, M rs. Frances B a rre tt’s,
provide six times the quantity of radium used the where an excavation was being mede
M a i m S t ., N s a b S t a t i o n ,
past year.
for a vault.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

G ents’ Furnishing Goods,

is now the most valuable guide to the
growing of vegetables and flowers that
has ever been printed.
Over 100
Special Cultural Articles written ex
pressly for this book by the foremost
horticulturists of the dhy.
IVhen you a r t in the city ta l l for a copy~~vr writs
and lo t w ill m ail it F TtE E.

Henry A. Dreer

714 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia*^

D AVID CULP, JK.,
B lac k sm ith

and H o r s e s h o e r

at the old stand on Main Street, Cojlegeville. near Perkiomeu Bridge All kinds
of blacksmithing done. Horseshoeing a
specialty.
A d v e r tis e Y e a r
I ndependent.

S a le s In th ®

H E A D Q U A R T E R S FO E

MAY PROSE
j l f a ’s F urnishing Goods ! 1 MINE CAVE-INS
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
yon are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of onr thousand UMBRELLAS
will keep you dry in a rainstorm, COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
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Sonnier Sturt Suggests Ac
tion Bo Taken.

THE LOCAL OPTIC* BILLS

,

182 W E S T MAIM S T R E E T ,

N O R R IS T O W N , P A .

10-18.

THE GREATEST

SLAUGHTER SALE OF CLOTHING
OUST

R

NORRI8TQWV, PA.

#®*The I ndependent ’s eight pages
contain local and tfuoeral news,agri
cultural notes, short stories and
interesting miscellaneous reading
matter, A copy every week (or 52
weeks, $1.00.

The Local Option Question.
Owing to the inability of the reprej sentatives of the Anti-Saloon league
and Speaker Cox to agree as to which
committee the local option bill shall be
referred, the presentation of this measuse In the house has been delayed.
The speaker Insists th at the bill right
ly belongs to the law and order com
mittee, but as this body Is headed hv
a man known to be in sympathy with
the brewery interests of the state, the
local optlonists, fearing that they
would not get a square deal, have ask
ed the speaker to refer consideration
of the bill to the committee on judi
ciary general. The speaker was in
clined to insist on his rights in re
ferring the measure to the law and
erder committee, but as there seems
to be a feeling that the bill will be
eventually killed on the floor /of the
house, It may be that he will consent
to the request of the antl-salooniss
so as to avoid any criticism of his
acts. The hill to be presented is al
ready In shape and will be handed In
within the next few days by Represen. tative Fair, of Westmoreland county.
A measure which in some quarters
is regarded as being antagonistic to
the desires of the Anti-Saloon league
has made Its appearance In the per
son of a bill presented by Representa
tive Holland, of Washington county,
which permits "qualified electors In
each ward In cities and boroughs, and
of each township In the state, to vote
on the question of granting licenses to
sell liquor.” By the terms 6f this bill
1 the first section makes the ward the
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Prices Almost Cut In Half.

Suits

Overcoats
F o rm e rly $26 00
F o rm e rly $ 2 0 .0 0
F o rm e rly $ 1 8 .0 0

DOW
DOW
now

Formerly
Formerly
Formerly
Formerly
Formerly
Formerly
Formerly

$ 1 8 00
$ 1 6 00
$ 1 5 .0 0
$ 1 1 .5 0

F o rm e rly $16 00

now

F o rm e rly $14 00

now

$ 1 0 00

F o rm e rly $10.00

now

$ 7 50

now
now
now
now
npw
now
now

$ 2 5 00
$ 2 0 .0 0
$ 1 8 00
$ 1 6 00
$14 00
$ 1 0 .0 0
$ 7 50
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$ 1 8 .0 0
$ 1 6 00
$ 1 5 .0 0
$ 1 1 .5 0
$ 1 0 .0 0
$ 7 50
$ 500

L

68 and 68 E. Main S t, Norristown.
E E Y
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s T IL E WORKS

C EM EN T BRICK

R O T E R S F O R D , 2F>-A__
MANUFACTURERS OF

H o llo w C o n c r e t e
B lo c k s ,

B u ild in g

Cement Brick, Sewer Pipe, Drain Tile, Fence Posts, Lawn
Vases, Water Troughs, Steps, Sills, Slabs and
Ornamental Stones.
SAND FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Re-enforced Silos Built of Concrete Blocks for Same Price
as Wooden Ones.
PRICE I.IST i
Drain Tile, 4 inch, 2 cents per foot.
Water Troughs *1.00 per foot.
Sewer Pipes, 6 inches, S cents per foot.
“
r‘
8 “
12 “
“ “
Lawn Vases *3.00 each.
“
“ 10 “
20 “
“ “
Side Walk Slabs, 10 cents per square toot.
“.
« 15 “
40 “
“ “
Building Blocks, 8x20 inches, 16c. a piece. Door Steps and Sills, 25c. per foot.
Edison Portland Cement, *1.60 per barrel
“
Brick *6.50 to *12.00 per 1000.
net.
Reinforced Fence Posts, for wire or' rail,
Circulars Free.
25 cents a piece.
Bell ’Phone 4 Y
ALL WORK FULLY GUARANTEED.
NtLE.
Farms, residences, hotels, building
F
sites—all locations, prices and terms.

INVESTMENTS!

or

Also a number of houses in Norristown,
Bridgeport and Consbobocken.
Money to loan on first mortgage.
THOS. B. WILSON,
8-15.
Eagleville, Pa.

A FIRST-CLASS SEVEN PER CENT.
PREFERRED STOCK with a guarantee
of Common Stock making a 10 Per Cent.
Investment. First-class in every respeot.
Call or write.

H E N R Y G. F L Y .
(Successor to J. R. Christman,)

CRATERSFORD

G O T W A LS & BE Y E R ,
| 55 E. M«ln St.

PA.

BEEF, V E4L,
M tlT T O V ,
F O R K , a n il j
a l l k iiid n o f I
Dress* d
Poultry. 1
Served in COLLEGEVILLE every Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday.
Mail orders promptly attended to.
I Pay 7%c. per pound for veal calves and
wc. extra for delivery.

HORACE STORB
PO TTSTO W N, P E N N ’A

Manufacturer and Dealer in A ll
Kinds of AM ERICAN and
FOREIGN

Also Old Granite Work Cleaned
to Look Like New.
attention given to cleat
S rw ia Monuments,Tablets,Copings
hnJri “®°* cemetery work no matte
orBrt lon§r^ and*nS or how badly dis
th«i»
guarantee to restore then
the Gra lt«a brightness without injui

Measure Prepared by the Anti-Saloon
League Held Up by Centroversy
With Speaker Cox—More Soldiers’
Peiteien Bills to Be Presented—May
Appoint Commission to Revise the
Tax Laws.
By ROBERT HAIGHT.
The past week has been devoted by
both houses to receiving bills, peti
tions and communications generally,
aad little definite work has been done
t j the committees. On the senate side
the committees have reported about
twenty-five bills ready for consider
ation during this week, but on the
house side no bills have yet been re
ported, with the exception of a legis
lative appropriation bill and the bill
licensing osteopaths, which will be
ready for first reading and amend
ment during the week.
A mass of interesting legislation has
been prepared and presented, notably
the suggestions to Governor Stuart
th at some action be taken to safe
guard the properties over abandoned
mines, so th at cave-ins may be check
ed. This subject is of importance in
the anthracite regions and is some
thing that the miners of the state have
been clamoring for for years past.
While the governor does not make
any definite suggestions er recommen
dations on this he requests th at the
legislature apply for the formal ap
pointment of a commission to inquire
into this subject and make a report to
the next session of the general as
sembly. The action of the governor in
sending this communication to the
legislature was due to a petition or
report signed by five mayors and thir
teen burgesses in the anthracite c al
region. This petition recites the fact
th at the anthracite region covers an
area of 1706 square miles, and within
which boroughs, cities and townships
having a total aggregate population of
1,000,006, has sprung into existence
largely by reason of the basic indus
try, the mining of anthracite coal.
The report than goes on to state:
"In the early years of the anthracite
Industry the coal was severed from
the surface through lease or the sur
face was sold with the coal reserved,
hud in both instances, speaking gener
ally, without any liability for the sup
port of the surface. Practically under
the elder methods of mining, sufficient
pillars of coal were left as actually
seemed to assure the stability of the
surface, and there developed in conse
quence an indifference upon the part
of the public as to the so-called coal
reservations, exemption from liability
and so forth, that resulted In such free
sale and purchase of real estate as
obtains In other communities that are
free from mining operations of any
character."
Further on the report state that the
Increasing value of coal In the ground
suggests a temptation to take out
where the same is physically possible,
and legally proper, all pillars, and the
disastrous results of such taking out
have become so apparent that the
community a t large has awakened to
I the realization th at the situation de
mands' an Immediate and Intelligent
handling, so th at far-reaching disaster
may be avoided and methods be de
vised th at are at the same time physi
cal, practicable and financially equit
able.
The purpose of the commission
which the governor will be authorized
to appoint will be to Investigate and
report on these conditions and make
such recommendations to the next
legislature so th at any disaster of this
character can be avoided In the future.
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juil vi me vote on local option "In
cities and boroughs, and the township
the unit in all other cases. It also
seeks to destroy the discretionary
powers of the court tn granting li
censes. It would make ineffective the
proposed amendment of the Brooks
high license law as contemplated by
the Tustin bill. This ^111 permits
wards and townships and boroughs,
which are not more than one ward, to
vote on the question whether liquor
shall be sold in their domain. I£ the
people so declare the judges are pow
erless to refuse a license. Further on
the Holland bill provides that the peo
ple shall vote at the November elec
tion of 1910 and at such general elec
tion to be held every third year there
after on the question "Shall license to
sell liquor be granted?” The third
section provides th at in all cases
where a majority of voters have voted
against the licensing of saloons It
shall be unlawful for the court of quar
ter sessions of any county In the state
to Issue a license, but th at where the
majority is in favor of granting li
censes it shall be unlawful for the
court of quarter sessions to refuse to
grant a license in said ward, borough
o r township on the ground that no li
cense is necessary for the accommo
dation of the public and the entertain
ment of strangers and travellers in
said ward, borough or township, but
the vote a t the last election on said
question shall be taken by the court
as conclusive of the question of neces
sity. The local optlonists declare that
this is virtually an amendment to the
Brooks high license law, and one which
they will never sanction. Under its
provision, If this bill shall be passed,
the right of a license court to pass
upon the necessity for the granting of
new licenses in any ward in a city or
borough in which the majority of the
vote has been in the favor of granting
licenses would be taken away and it
would be mandatory upon the court to
grant the license regardless of any
remonstrance th at might be filed or
lack of necessity for a new saloon.

IB A LO N EY -O S B O R N E
Heiress Becomes Bride of Man Once
Forced to Give Her Up.
Philadelphia, Feb. 3 .— Miss Helen
Maloney, of this city, and Arthur Her
bert Osborne, ef New York, were mar
ried by Rev. Stephen M. Lyons at St.
Catherine’s P an Catholic church
Spring Lake. i-.r J., where Martin Ma
loney, father of the bride, has a sum
mer home.
The social world was startled la
1907 by the announcement th at Helen
Maloney had eloped from her father’s
summer home at Spring Lake with
Samuel R. Clarkson, of London, who
had been a guest of Mr. Maloney.
Mr. Maloney finally found his daugh
te r In London and brought her home
It was learned that she and Clarkson
had applied far a license to wed In
London, but It had been refused be
cause their application stated th at they
had been previously married in Mon
treal.
In the meantime it was discovered
that Miss Maloney had gone through
a marriage ceremony with Arthur H
Osborne, then a student at Princeton.
Miss Maloney took the name of Helen
Eugenie, Pittsburg, and Mr. Osborne
used the name of Herbert Ogden, Pitts
burg
Finally the m atter was taken to the
New York courts, where action was
started for the annulment of Miss Ma
loney’s marriage to Osborne. This an
nulment was granted on the ground
that they had never lived together.

WILL BE WORLD'S
BIGGEST BANK
Standard Oil and Morgan Insti
tutions to Merge.

Deposits Will Bs About $500,000,000
When the National City and Com
merce Join Forces In New York.
Frank A. Vanderlip to Bs President
of New Concern.

New York, Feb. 8.—It was learned
that plans are approaching comp'et.on
for a consolidation of the Nat.onal
City bank, the Standard Oil institu
tion, and the National Bank of Com
merce. known as the Morgan bank,
with a combined capital and surp.us
of *100,000,600 and deposiis of abov
*500,000,000. making it by far the big
gest bank in the world.
The consolidation, it is said, will ba
very easily carried out. The Nat.onal
City bank has nearly *10,000,000 more
surplus than the Bank of Commerce,
so th at all th at will be necessary to
do wjll be for the City bank to de
clare an extra dividend for the amount
and then the stock in the new bank
would he exchangeable for the stock
of the two consolidating banks.
It is said that Frank A. Vanderlip.
now president of the National City
bank, will become president of the
merged institution. Valentine P. Sny
der Is president of the Bank of Com
merce, and it is presumed he will have
a high position in the new bank.
The National City bank has a capi
Soldiers’ Pension Bills.
Birmingham, Ala., Feb. S.—Seven tal of *25,000,000 and a surplus of
Although what is termed as the sol teen men are dead as the result of an *21.676,000. Its deposits are in excess
diers’ pension bill will pot make its explosion la the No. 2 Short Creel; of *200,000,000.
The Bank of Commerce has a capi
appearance for several days, there mines of the Birmingham Coal & Iron
have been tw# additional soldiers’ company. Five ef the dead are white tal of *25,000,000, a surplus of *15,250,000 and deposit* of about *200,000,000.
pension bills presented during the and twelve are negroes.
The explosion 1b thought to have
week to keep company with the bill
already handed in by Representative been caused hy a windy shot. The
MacJunkin, of Butler county. One oi mine itself is practically uninjured.
Ambulances wers sent from Ensley
these measures provides th at a pen
sion of *6 per month shall be granted te the scene and coffins will be rushed
to emergency men in the late war, and te the ill-fated mine, which was run
the other one, presented by Represen ning on short force.
tative McDowell, of Chester county,
provides th at all soldiers who lived in W ARSHIP CAPTAIN A R R ES T E D
this state at the time of service and
Ceremony Will Be Performed on
are at present residents, with honor C. T. Qualtrough, ef the Georgia, Charg
able discharges, may receive graded
ed With Being Drunk at Reception.
on His Arrival Home, Feb. 18.
pensions from the state according to
Gibraltar, Feb. 3.—Captain Edward
the terms of service. For those who F. Qualtrough, of the battleship Geor
served three years er more the pen gia, of the fleet under Rear Admiral
Cincinnati, Feb. 3.—William II. Taft,
sion shall be *10 a month, for two Sperry, is under arreet on board his president elect, will be made ‘‘a Mason
years or more *8 a month, and for a own vessel, and will be tried by court at sight” in this city on Feb. 18, the
year or more *6 a month. A pension martial on a eharge th at he was under day he returns home.
of *5 a month is also provided for the Influence of intoxicants at a recep
The ceremony will be performed by
those who served less than three tion given on shore a few days ago.
Charles S. Hoskinson, of Zanesville^
months in case they are permanently
Captain Qualtrough denies the ac O., the grand master of Ohio Masons,
injured in health. The McDowell bill cusation. His defense will be that he and will take place in the Scottish R.te
carries with it an appropriation of *3,- was under a heavy strain during the Cathedral.
000,000, while the MacJunkin bill, giv last run of his vessel on account of
The act of making a man a “Mason
ing a pension of *8 a month to sixty rough weather; th at on the day of the at sight” may be used only by the
day men, would require $3,700,000, and reception he had been on the bridge grand masters of the various states
the pension bill offered by Representa since 4 o’clock in the morning; that and has been used but once before in
tive >Townsend, of*1 Philadelphia, tot he did not drink anything during the the history of Ohio Masonry.
sixty and ninety-day emergency men day, and partook sparingly of the wine
Judge Taft, after he has been made
would require *2,250,000 to carry out served at the dinner which preceded an Initiate by the state grand master,
this, provision.
will be made a m aster Mason by the
the reception.
Representative Dunsmore, of Tioga
members of Kilwinning lodge, of Cin
county, has presented a bill providing
cinnati.
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for the appointment of a state tax com
mission to revise tax laws. This com
K IS S ES COST $10 EA C H
mission Is to consist of fifteen mem Reading Company’s New Tunnel Ex
poses
Big
Vein.
bers, to be named by the governor
That Is, When Stolen From Your Land
Pottsvllle, Pa., Feb. 3.—After eigh
and they will report recommendations
lady, Who Happens to Be Married.
modifying and equalizing taxation of teen months’ rush work a drainage
Chicago, Feb. 3.—Kisses are worth
all kinds. For the expenses of the tunnel has been so far completed as to *10 each, provided they are stolen
commission the sum of *30,000 Is ap draw away from the Brookside colliery from one’s landlady, who happens t»
of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal £ be married. Such was the value placed
propriated.
It Is hardly likely, however, th at any Iron company millions of gallons of on osculations by Judge Newcomer at
definite action will be taken on this water, so that the lower levels have the municipal court, who fined John
bill until after the report of the Penn been cleared and thousands of tons of Fallon, who claimed to be the son of
sylvania State Grange, of which Rep coal have been reclaimed.
a millionaire real estate dealer of New
The Buck Mountain vein recently York, *30 and costs for stealing three
resentative Creasy, of Columbia coun
ty, is the president. At its last meet discovered has a thickness of fourteen kisses from his landlady, Mrs. Edna
ing the grange authorized and direct, feet, which will afford the best mar CaramellL
ed Mr. Creasy to prepare a memorta ketable coal for years to come. This.
to the legislature setting forth the Vlth adjacent veins of virgin coal, con
TR EN T O N TO B E GOOD
views of the farmers and merchants stitute the greatest anthracite “find”
of
years.
Ministers
Employ Censor to Watch
regarding taxation of all kinds.
Plays Produced.
Agriculturalists in Session.
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 3.—-There are ta
F IR E AID BY R A IL
be no more racy plays presented in
The meetings here during the pas:
week of the Pennsylvania State Board Trenton May Equip Trolley Cars to the Trenton playhouses If the clergy
men of the city can have their way
of agriculture have been pretty well
Carry Apparatus.
attended by the members of the legis
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 3.—The recent about it. The Ministerial union has
lature from the rural districts and the fire that resulted In a heavy loss for employed a censor and served notice
arguments of the farmers have been Princeton has led to a movement for that they will keep track of all the
listened to with no little consideration. equipping the suburban trolley lines theatrical productions In this town in
Among other things, the state board with trucks capable of carrying the the future. If anything objectionable
has decided to recommend that the equipment of at least one fire engine Is discovered In the lines or situations
present legislature appropriate funds company, to be used in case of simi the proprietors of the offending thea
ters will be promptly prosecuted.
for the forestry department to estab lar need.
llsh forests from which forest seed
Chief Allen, of the fire 'department,
Balloon Hits Rock; Two Men Killed.
lings might be furnished to owners of has conferred with the superintend
Saint Pons, France, Feb. 3.—A bal
wood dots at a cost of *1 a thousand.
ents of the trolley lines and has found loon which was drifting over the
They also make the following rec them willing to co-operate in the mat
ommendations: Emphasis of the fact ter, provided the cost of such trucks mountains at night was overcome by
that alfalfa can be raised at a profit is defrayed by the towns which wiil a gale. The occupants of the car, tw in Pennsylvania and New Jersey; ne be thus benefited. Such service would Bordeaux aeronauts, were dashed upon
a boulder and killed.
cessity of concerted effort among edu also be of benefit to the farmers.
cational leaders to keep the youth of
To Let Only the Healthy Wed.
the state on the farms, and suggestions U. S. Probes Death of 8 oldier Abroad.
Salem, Ore., Feb. 3.—A bill requir
Washington,
Feb.
3.—The
state
de
that residents of Pennsylvania might
ing that applicants for marriage li
rid this state of the English sparrow partment has called on the American censes be provided with a certificate
just by simply learning to enjoy the consul at Riga to investigate the al of good health from a licensed physileged summary killing in Russia or d a n unanimously passed the senate.
common little birds as a luxury.
On the question of Improving the Fritz Strombach, a United States sol
forestry conditions of the state, Hon. dier, who formerly resided in Philaiel
Gifford L. Pinchot, U. S. forestry com phia. According to statements of the
missioner, has been granted the prv- man’s friends, Strombach was execut
ilege of delivering a lecture in the had ed in October, 1907, while on a fur
SUN MON T U E
RR i f r i s a t
of the house of representatives on lough from the United States army
Wednesday evening. He will be fo’- to visit his mother.
lowed by State Commissioner Roth8 uffer From Cold tn Quake Region.
rock on the same subject.
Rome, Feb. 3.—This winter in Italy
Representative McCord, of Chester,
has presented a bill making an appro j: exceptionally cold. In Calabria and
priation of *90,000 to the State Id™ Sicily oranges and lemons are drop
Stock Sanitary Board to eradicate t t r ping from the trees. There has been
foot and mouth disease and for th~ a hard frost throughout the earth
control of contagious and infection'’ quake area, and the almost shelterless
people are suffering from bronchitis
diseases of animals.
and pneumonia.
TI-mtULfM T>—

EXPLOSION KILLS
SEVENTEEN MINERS

Accident In Colliery el Alabama
Goal Company.

TAFT TO BE MADE
"MASON AT SIGHT”
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FARM AND GARDEN

8

Farmand
Garden
C EM EN T LIN ED CISTERN.
Impurities In Rainwater May Be E as
ily Extracted.

To provide against a w ater famine
during a dry time an extra cistern or
two is a good investment. The purest
water we get is rainwater, a fact that
has been brought to the attention of
different states by the boards of
health.
Disease germs follow rainwater down
Into the soil to percolate through
to the well. Persons using, the water
continually become immune, so they
may not contract a serious disease for
years, but a severe cold may weaken
their vitality and disease resisting
power, so they may become infected at
any time.
Strangers drinking the water are es
pecially liable, because their systems
are not fortified against the peculiar

,

dangers lurking in th a t vicinity. Ev
ery fall city papers contain accounts
«f typhoid that has been brought, home
from country places by people while
away on their annual vacation trips.
W ith cistern w ater it is different, as
the principal contamination of rain
w ater comes from dirt on the roof.
The w ater Itself is pure enough until
It strikes the roof. Some farm ers have
two cisterns. They let the first w ater
from a rain shower run into one cis
tern, then switch the leader to the
other one, which is used to r house
purposes.
Good, durable cisterns in clay or
loamy ground may be made by plas
tering cement m ortar directly on the
earth surface of the excavation. In
some sections of the country a great
many cisterns.are made this way and
covered by putting timbers across and
building a floor of double thick inch
stuff, laid to break joints. The spaces
•ver the wall and between the timbers
are filled in with cement, and a drain
Is cut in one side while the cement is
soft. A cistern built in this way may
last for ten or twelve years without
any trouble, but there is no certainty
about it.
A great deal better way is to make
a round form of beveled staves lightly
hooped .to hold them in place. Then
dig the excavation four or six, inches
larger all around than the outside of
the wooden form. Then mix concrete
made of one part best Portland cement,
two parts clean, sharp sand and four
parts broken stone.
If the cistern is small have the form
all ready to lower by erecting a tripod
with pulley and. tackle to lift it gently
down. Then put in a floor of concrete
the full size of the excavation. Tamp
It thoroughly to pound the air out and
make it set solid. Before this has time
to harden lower the wooden form and
fill in the sides so the bottom and sides
will unite, making one solid stone.
An easy way to make the neck of
the cistern is to put a floor of boards
en top of the circular wooden form
and pile earth on this floor, packing it
♦town cone shaped, high enough to
teach the grade level. To form the cir
cular opening at the top make either a

circular form of wood about twenty
Inches in diameter or a hoop of iron
the same diameter ' and about four
Inches in height. Place the round
form in position on top of the cone of
earth, then cement around on the cone
with the concrete up to the top of the
hoop. About six inches in thickness is
sufficient for the neck.
The Manure Spreader..

The manure spreader is a compara
tively recent device, which is not only
a considerable labor saver, but a con
servator of fertility. The practice of
dumping manure in piles in the field
and .th en , spreading with the fork is
uneconomical and, moreover, causes
loss in fertility unless the manure is
spread immediately, which Is not al
ways possible.

FORAGE CROPS FOR PIGS.

TOO C LEA N .

Favorable Results From Experiments
Made From Green Crops.

African Natives Who Were Lavish In
Their Use of Soap.

The question of forage crops for pigs
Is, one which is of decided importance,
as it is well known that the use of
such feed is valuable and profitable.
Cowpeas without grain have so far
given better results at the Mississippi
station, it is stated, than any other of
the crops tested. In one season the
cowpeas were grown on thin hill land
and produced 350 pounds of pork per
acre when pigs were grazed upon
them. The next season the crop was
grown on good valley land and pro
duced 483 pounds of pork per acre.
The pigs were turned on the pasturage
when the cowpeas were ripe. Alfalfa
without grain was found “to be little
more than a maintenance ration for
hogs.” The pigs used in the test, which
covered two years, ranged from three
to twenty-four months in age.
Alfalfa, clover, rape and blue grass
supplementing corn were compared
with rations of corn and ship stuff
and corn and skimmilk at the Mis
souri station. The eornmeal, which
was of medium fineness, was mixed
with w ater to the consistency of a
thick dough and was fed twice daily
in such quantities as would be eaten
without waste. In the skimmilk ra 
tion the meal was w et with milk in
stead of with water. The green crops
were fed twice daily immediately after
cutting and were supplied ad libitum.
The rape was rather large and coarse,
and only the fresh green leaves were
used. Some of the alfalfa was rather
too mature and coarse to be eaten
with relish, but the remainder was
considered of fairly satisfactory qual
ity. The red clover and blue grass
were for the most part young and ten
der.
The feeding was continued for 102
days except with the rape fed lot,
which was fed for forty days only,
the supply of rape being then exhaust
ed. Considering the first forty days,
the gains on green feed ranged from
0.58 pound per pig per day on the rape
ration to 0.74 pound on eornmeal and
alfalfa, the gain on eornmeal and mid
dlings being 0.61 pound and on com, meal and skimmilk 1.53 pounds. Con
sidering the ^ h o le test, the average
daily gain per pig on the rations con
taining green feed was as follows:
Cornmeal and blue grass, 0.63 pound;
eornmeal and clover, 0.77 pound; eorn
meal and alfalfa, 0.83 pound; cornmeal and middlings, 0.68 pound, and
on cornmeal and skimmilk 1.61
pounds. The smallest amount of grain
per pound of gain, 2.83 pounds, was
noted with the corn and skimmilk ra
tion and the largest amount, 5.31
pounds, with the cornmeal and blue
grass. The gain was most cheaply
made on cornmeal and skimmilk, cost
ing 2.83 cents per pound, and was most
expensive on cofnmeal and middlings,
costing 4.07 cents. On the green feeds
it ranged from 3 cents on cornmeal
and alfalfa to 3.96 cents on cornmea!
and blue grass.
In the opinion of Professor Cottrell
of the Colorado station, farmers living
tat the plains region of Colorado will
find raising and fattening pigs advan
tageous, and barley, wheat, milo maize
and Kaffir corn are regarded as the
surest grain crops for the dry land
farming conditions which there pre
vail. The importance of supplement
ing grain is insisted upon.
Homamade Butter Worker.

The butter worker here described
has been In practical use for some
time and is said to be superior to the
high priced factory butter workers
now on the market. The top, or bed,
should be of hard wood If possible.

A BOMB BUTTER WORKER.

Make the bed about thirty inches long,
twenty inches at the wide end aud
eight at the narrow end. These dimen
sions are for a small worker, for ten
to twenty-five pounds of butter. If
you have a larger quantity of butter
make the worker correspondingly lar
ger. Make the lever or roller of a
three inch square stick dt least ten
inches longer than the bed of the
worker) It is made with six sides.
hexagon shape, one end shaped for a
hand hold, and the opposite end has
a half inch pin placed in it. This pin
is inserted in the hole bored in the nar
row end. as shown, and the roller, or
lever, moved over the butter with a
rolling motion, the w ater and butter
milk escaping at the narrow end
through the hole below the end of the
roller. A bucket should be placed below the narrow end to catch this drip.
Make the small end one or two inches
lower than the opposite end to Insure
the w ater draining away.
Highest Degree of Fertility.

WeitzenkornV Dissolution Sale

Miss Mary Kingsley, who made many
journeys in the wilds of Africa, used
to relate how once, finding it necessa
ry to cleanse a much soiled and stained
blouse, she carried it, with a cake of
For all those who avail them selves of this Extraordinary Opportunity
soap, to a neighboring spring, where
an interested group of native women
of Buying High-Class Clothing at Real Bargain Prices.
watched her wash it. They were much
impressed by the way in which the
spots disappeared, and it emerged as
good as new.
As long as the stock lasts we will continue the sale, because everything roust be sold regard
The next morning when it came time
less of value. WE NEED THE CASH. 20 Per Cent. Discount on all HATS, FURNISHINGS,
to break camp Miss Kingsley missed
her soap—a precious commodity in the
KNEE PANTS, Etc. When you can save 20 per cent, on all of the articles mentioned, it is like
wilderness. Suspicion soon pointed to
throwing money in the street not to take advantage of such a sale. But still better are the reductions
a certain woman, who, on being ac
on
Men’s, Youths’ and B oys’ Clothing. Note these prices as little convincers that it will be worth
cused. confessed boldly that she had
your while to buy now while there are still many weeks of cold weather in store to come.
taken it and cast it into the spring
that its extraordinary powers of re
newing old garments might be perma
nently. imparted to the waters. She
was deeply mortified to learn that her
Suits and Overcoats for Men
effort bad been in vain.
The Rev. Peter McQueen of Charles
$5.00 Knockabout Suita............................... ....... 9 3 90 $8 50 Overcoats.................. ............................... . 9 3.90
$7 50 and $8 50 Suita
4 .9 0 $7.50 Raincoats
town. Mass., tells a kindred story. His
4.90
*12 00 Suits...................
7 .7 5 $10 00 Raincoats
O OO
soap, however, was not lost, although
$15.00 8uits . .............
9 .75 $10 09 Overcoats
4.90
misused. He still had it with him.
$20.00 and $22 00 Suita
14 75 $12.00 Overcoats
7.90
“ 1 told our native servants to be sure
$25.00 aud $30 00 Suits.
18.75 $15.00 Overcoats
9.75
I $20.00 Overcoats ................................................... 14.75
to lay in a supply of clean water
when we crossed the Taru desert, a
scorched belt of sand stretching some
Clothing for Boys
seventy-six miles.” he relates. “Tid
ings had reached us that an English
Here are all kinds of Suits and Overcoats for your choice, and in all sizes—every boy can be fitted.
explorer who bad attempted to cross
$1
50. $2 00 and $2 50 Sai'or Blouse Suits ............... 91.00 ■
‘4 00 Overcoats........................ ............... ................ 93.60
that desert shortly before us had per
$3.00 School Suits .................................................... 1.98 $5 00 (tvercoats ......................................................... 3.85
ished from thirst, so we wanted to be
$4.00 Dudlev Suits, pair of Knlck Pants .................. 9 .9 8 $6 00 Reefers ............................... ......................... 3.85
careful.
*3.00, $4 00 and $5 00 Little Boys’ Russian Overcoats,
$7.50 Raincoats and Overcoats .................................. 4 90
sixes 2 1-2 to 7
1.00 $10.00 Overcoats......................................................... 6 90
“You can imagine my surprise when,
upon taking my first draft of water. I
Many other Suits and Overcoats at Reduced Prices.
discovered that it tasted strongly of
soap. All the casks were similarly
tainted, and we.rounded up the nativer
Clothing for Hard Wear
and held a hasty court martial.
$1.60 Men’s Corduroy Trousers ...............................
89c. I$7.50 and $10 Overcoats ......................................... 95.00
“It was a tough predicament, but 1
$2 50 Men’s Corduroy Trousers............................... 91-99 | $9 00 Corduroy Suits...............................--.............
6 .3 5
couldn’t refrain from smiling within
$2.00
Working
Coats
..
1.35
| $12.00 Corduroy Suits ............................................
8.35
when the leader of them meekly con
$3 50 Men’s Corduroy Coats ................................
3.60 | $2.00 Boys’ Trousers .....................
1.00
fessed that as the master had instruct
No
Car
Fare
Paid.
No
Coupons
Given.
No
Discount
on
Arrow
Brand
Collars.
ed him to lay in a Supply of clean wa
ter be bad seen to It that bars of soap
were added, for soap, 'he said, was
used to clean things.”
They did not perish of thirst, hut
after sixteen days of drinking soap
snds. which agreed with neither palate
nor stomach, no native of that partic
ular gang was again likely to try to
purify water with soap.—Youth’s Com
pEKKIOMEN VALLEY
panion.
L Mutual Fire lusurance ( 0 .
e f Montgomery County.

M EANS MONEY SA VED

W EITZENKORNS, - POTTSTOWN.

NONE B E T T E R THAN
TH E BEST.

ON T H E DEAD RUSH.

An Experience In Getting Acquainted
In New York.

Incorporated May 13, 1871.

Getting acquainted in New York is
thus described by a man from Atlanta.
He brought a letter of introduction to
the person he was to meet at the lat
ter’s office I d Nassau street.
This is the Atlantan’s report to his
house:
“Called a t 2 p. m. Boy on the gate
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $11,000,000.
asked my name and business. Cave
him the letter of introduction. Boy re
turned and told me to sit down.
Office o f the Company 1
“Sat down twenty-five minutes. Saw
a man come out of bis office and break
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
through the gate as if he was chased
by hornets.
A. D. FETTEROLF, 8 b c retabt
“ ‘Who’s the man from Atlanta who
wants to see me?* asked the hurried H. W. KRATZ, President,
individual.
“ ‘1 am the man,’ I replied, trying to
Norristown, Pa.
act as if I was also hurried.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs
“ ‘Come along with me.’ said the man
as he grabbed me by the arm He day of each week ; also every evening.
dragged me through the main door Into
the hallway. He caught sight of a de
scending elevator and shrieked to the
man in the car to stop.
“The door of the car slid ajar, and
the man who bad me by the arm said.
‘Come along; let’s get acquainted as
we go down.’
There is no time like the
“By that time the car had reached
the landing on the main floor. As the
door of the car was pushed back the present to assure yourself of
man who had my letter in his hand good crops lor the future, es
said:
“ ‘I haven’t had time to read this let pecially as your prosperity is
ter, but we know each other. Come in measured by the crops you pro
day after tomorrow. I’ve got to make
a tratn. I’ll know you when we meet duce.
again. Goodby.’
There is only one way to as
“Before I could say goodby he had
turned the corner and was out of sight. sure bounteous crops, and that
That’s business in New York.”—Suc
is by using sufficient plant food.
cess Magazine.

A n d T h ey Can A lw ays be Found Here

Insures Against Fire and Storm,

FARM ERS,

Here is what you need.

If your manure does not reach,
you cannot afford to buy stable
manure; it is too expensive.
You should therefore use the
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
tainable.
Our goods are sold entirely
on their own merits, and where
once used, always used.
We guarantee the different
grades to be in perfect mechani
cal condition, and to produce,
results.

Had Two Faults.

Uncle Remus, besides being an in
veterate horse trader, was something
of a wag. One day. after swapping a
rather disreputable looking nag, be
said:
“Now, stranger. I’ll tell yer fair—dat
hoss hab got two faults.”
“And more, too. I guess,” assented
the other “But what are they?"
“Waaf, ef he gits out I d de field he’s
de ha tides' hoss ter ketch ye ever seed,
1 an’ when yer ketch 'lm he ain’t wuth
a cuss.”—Judge.
A Versatile Fellow.
A young man wants situation as
odd man or pair of horses.—Kirkcud
brightshire Advertiser.
! We have an old revolving cage. If be
j would care to come as three white
! mice.—London Punch.
T rials of the Road.

Mrs. Farmer -Say. mister, don’t you
never do no work ? Dewey Eve- Well.
If youse knew how hard it wuz for a
college bred man to answer questions
asked by ungrammatical females yer
wouldn’t ask dat.—Judge.

j

A fair trial will convince.
Manufactured by JACOB
TR1NLEY, Linfield, Montgom
ery County, Pa., and for sale

Some of the best farms in Pennsyl
by
vania have been brought to the hi"h»». T. IU V8M KEW,
est degree of fertility by the use of
Ironbridge. Pa.
clover, lime and manure. The farmers
Warm.
Mrs. Buggins—Before we were mar j . K. Cl,EM II
who have accomplished such results
A MO,
have aimed to save every pound of , ried you used to say I was the sue
, Spring Homs*, Pa.
manure and also to preserve it in the shine of your life. Mr Buggins- Well.
best manner. Dime is used extensive,- , I admit that you still do your best to I I U 6 K K*KM>T,
ly by those who know that lime is on make things hot for me.—Philadelphia
Green Cane, Pa.
essential Ingredient of plants and also Record.
>(IMiEUA88 4k KKIUWE,
because it is excellent for increasing
the clover crop. Clover enriches tlie
Lady Wortley Montagu used to sa.v
PemlMburg, Pa.
land by promoting the B u p p ly of ni that her only objection to being a man
trogen in the soil; hence lime and clo was that she would have to marry a JOHN II. EAKIMGEK,
K D. No. 3, N o rris to w n , Pa.
ver make an excellent combination.
woman.

New Fall and Winter

^ SHOES &
Reasonably Priced, prevail in our splen
didly stocked departments for

Men, Women, Boys and Childrei
Girls’ serviceable School Shoes, well
wearing soles, 85c., $1.00, $1.25.
Boys’ strong School Shoes, $1.00, $1.25,
and $1.50.
Men’s Dress Shoes, Box Calf, Vici Kid
and Shining Leathers, $2.00, $2.50, $300.
Weitzenkorn’s Foremost Shoes, $3.00,
$3.50, and $4.00, guaranteed to wear.

Women’s Solid Everyday Shoes, $1.25
and $1.50.
Ladies’ Wool-lined Shoes, 75c., 93c.,
and $1.25.
Ladies’ Dress Shoes, $1.25, $1.50, all
styles.
* Ladies’ Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $2.00,
*2.50 and $3.00. All leathers and styles.

Im p o rta n t N otice.—^
T b e“ RED
is sold exclusively by us.

CROSS” Shoes for Ladies

It bends with the foot.

Comfort and wear

guaranteed.

W E I T Z E N K O R N ’S ,

141 HIG H STREET,
POTTSTOW N.

‘tST * POTTSTOWN’S LARGEST SHOE STORE.

----- U S E

C U L B E R T ’S

-----

DIARRHOEA M IXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. :

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT

C U L B E R T ’S D R U G S T O R E ,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

Marble and Granite Works,
H L. SA Y L O R , Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
and Artistic Deigns. All Work guar
anteed.

Estim ates

furnished.

M ain St. Collegeville.

The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis*
ig medium in the middle
section of Montgomery
%p
aunty. If you have anything to sell—no matter
ihot— it: will nnu unn to uduArtisA in this UUDBL

